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PLAYING BY DIFFERENT RULES?
PROPERTY RIGHTS IN LAND AND WATER
By
Richard A. Epstein*
ABSTRACT
This article examines both the similarities and differences between the law of
land and water in both a private law and constitutional law setting. The first critical
difference is that the nature of the two resources differs enough such that exclusive
rights for occupation usually sets the right framework for analyzing land use
disputes, while a system of shared, correlative duties work best for water. Once
these baselines are established, it follows that an accurate rendition of the
constitutional law issues necessarily rests on the proper articulation of private law
rules of adjudication. Unless those efficient private rules are used as a baseline for
constitutional adjudication, it becomes impossible to explain which government
actions result simply in a “mere” loss of economic value and which government
actions generate losses that require compensation. Parties can engage in wasteful
political arbitrage without limitation.
In dealing with the private law issues, the first step is to develop principles of
parity between private claimants, to the extent that this approach is physically
possible. The second step then picks the set of rules that maximizes the overall
utility of all parties concerned, subject to the parity constraint. This system must
yield to reasonableness considerations when the conditions of physical parity
cannot be satisfied, which covers all cases of dispute between upper and lower
owners of land, as well as upstream and downstream riparians. In both these
settings, the objective is to create, whenever possible, rules that treat the last
element of loss to one party equal to the last element of gain of the next.
Using these natural law baselines produces by and large efficient results in
private disputes. The rejection of these rules in the takings context in both land and
water cases yields the opposite result, by conceding far too much power to state
authorities in both land and water cases. It is no mistake that the modern law of
regulatory takings for land, as developed in the 1978 Penn Central case, explicitly
rests on the same intellectual confusions about property rights and economic losses
that underlie the 1944 Willow River case, dealing with water rights. The only
*
Laurence A. Tisch Professor of Law, New York University Law School, The Peter and Kirsten Bedford
Senior Fellow, The Hoover Institution, and The James Parker Hall Distinguished Service Professor of Law, The
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rationalization of both areas of law requires that the constitutional protection of
private property start with the definitions of private property that have worked so
well in practice under the natural law traditions of private law.
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I.

INTRODUCTION: PROPERTY REGIMES FOR LAND AND WATER

One of the ancient philosophical conceits about the nature of the universe was that
it is divided into three separate elements: air, water, and land. As an explanation of
elementary particles, all this antique tripartite division leaves behind is an arid
intellectual curiosity. Yet, ironically, in dealing with the organization of property
rights systems, this early classification system is right on the mark. In this paper, I
shall not talk primarily about air rights of all kinds and descriptions,1 although the
topic does come up. Instead, I shall take the opportunity to deal systematically with
the differences and similarities that arise in forming property rights systems in both
land and water.
One common point between the two systems is that each works in two
dimensions.

One dimension asks about the assignment of property rights as

between two or more private parties. The second dimension deals with the
relationship of all private right holders, either individually or in groups, as against
the state. Viewed globally, these cases are concerned with the taking or regulation
of land, including land use which might, or might not be exercised by the
government only if it provides an owner with just compensation for any property
interest that is eliminated or reduced. The usual prism through which this topic is
raised in the United States is the Takings Clause: “[N]or shall private property be
taken for public use, without just compensation . . . .”2 and the allied doctrines that
develop under analogous state constitutional provisions.
On the first issue, dealing with private disputes, the uniform rule with
respect to both land and water starts with an assumption of parity of entitlements
among all participants in the original position. Although the remedial side of the
question will not be stressed here, the implicit assumption is that both damages and
injunctions are available to provide redress for past grievances and protection
against future ones, all in an effort to steer the realignment of property rights
For my views on these issues in connection with the Clean Air Act, see Richard A. Epstein,
Carbon Dioxide: Our Newest Pollutant, 43 SUFFOLK U. L. REV. 797 (2010).

1

2

U.S. CONST. amend. V.
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through voluntary transactions. In contrast, that assumption (to some extent)
cannot be fully realized in any takings context because, by definition, the
government exercises a set of unique powers in relationship to all private parties.
In these situations, once the public use requirement is satisfied, as it typically is,
injunctive relief is off the table so long as the government is prepared to pay just
compensation. These second‐order questions are again put to one side.
In this article, therefore, I shall address the key challenge of outlining the
main features of a private and public system of law with respect to both land and
water. Obviously, the two resources themselves are different in their feel, texture,
and characteristics. Those differences tend to create strong differences in legal
regimes between these two classes of assets. The dividing line between land and
water has huge staying power in this area, but it is by no means the sole relevant
categorical division.

As Daniel Cole and Elinor Ostrom have stressed in their

contribution to this variation in different regimes, differences in property rights
within each of these broad categories are at least as important as the similarities.3
In order to link together the various threads of this discussion, I shall
proceed as follows. In part II, I explain how a sensible conception of the much –
criticized notion of natural law helps to inform analysis of the many doctrines of
private and public law that are discussed in this essay.
Thereafter, in part III, I shall examine why the parity assumption has such
powerful appeal in dealing with disputes between private parties, and then go on to
explain why that appeal is diminished in dealing with the fundamentally
asymmetrical relationships between citizen and state. I urge that the distinction,
while fundamental in some regards, is overstated in other regards. I will also
propose a methodology that allows for a greater importation of the parity principle
that governs private relationships into the public sphere.

3
See Daniel H. Cole & Elinor Ostrom, The Variety of Property Systems and Rights in Natural
Resources: An Introduction, Lincoln Institute Conference on the Evolution of Property Rights Related
to Land and Natural Resources (Sept. 20, 2010) (unpublished manuscript), available at
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1656418.
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In part IV, I shall then explain why these two relationships play out in
connection with land resources, indicating both how and when the parity
assumption for land works, and where it tends inescapably to break down. I shall
then give an account of how the takings doctrines should apply in this system of
direct government regulation in ways that allow, but should also discipline,
government behavior.
In part V of the paper, I shall carry over the same two‐part analysis with
respect to water. In this context, the basic analytical framework remains the same,
but the nature of the underlying resource dictates quite different solutions to the
two questions stated above. The principle of exclusive right, which has a strong (but
by no means universal) role in the land use context, assumes a far weaker role with
respect to water rights. Yet, at the same time, the distinction between co‐owners
and strangers, which is essential to understanding joint and common ownership
with respect to land, carries over with full force and, if anything, even greater
salience with water rights. In part VI, I conclude.
II.

THE UTILITARIAN ORIGINS OF NATURAL LAW

In dealing with the broad set of issues raised in this paper, it is important to note
something about the much‐vexed relationship between natural law and the
consequentialist approach that I adopt in this paper.4 It is common among many
writers to think that the use of natural law argument is a form of mumbo‐jumbo that
is best excluded from the political analysis. Thus Itai Sened, for example, offers an
explanation of how property rights evolve within a set of political institutions by
consciously dismissing the role of natural law in the analysis. He writes:
The essence of any social contract should no longer be understood as
a delegation of authority by private individuals to a central entity so
that this entity becomes the guardian of their “natural” rights. On the

I have developed these themes elsewhere. See, e.g., Richard A. Epstein, The Utilitarian
Foundations of Natural Law, 12 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 713 (1989); Richard A. Epstein, The Uneasy
Marriage of Utilitarian and Libertarian Thought, 19 QUINNIPIAC L. REV. 783 (2000).

4
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Comment [IG1]: Fixed capitalization of “part”
to make it consistent with the others.

contrary, the foundation of any social contract is based on the
willingness of government officials to grant individual rights to their
constituents in return for political and economic support.5
Without a doubt, there is some grim truth to this proposition. A system of rent
control, for example, arises from the combined efforts to tenants to force price
controls on landlords for their own short term benefits. This system fits this
definition of “individual rights” to a “T” because it gives full sway to the
unwholesome political pressures that generate this system of wealth transfer from
tenants to landlords. All sorts of tax subsidies can be explained in exactly the same
fashion. But the inquiry at stake here is not how legislation can ruin a perfectly
good system of common law property rights.

It is to offer some normative

justification of a particular type of property rights that serve human interests well.
In dealing with this question, the natural laws of classical times can be
faulted for their inability to offer the best functional explanations for the rules that
they championed. But there is no way that they can be falsely accused of taking a
naïve view of property rights that assumed that nature herself offered up an account
of property rights. Nor did they make any assumption that whatever set of property
rights were thrown up by the political system by virtue of interest group politics
were entitled to normative respect. Rather, their general orientation was to try to
figure out what set of rules was conducive to bringing out the best in human nature
by avoiding the inconveniences that were routinely found in a state of nature.
Although they did not have a strong theory on how this was to be measured, natural
laws placed great confidence in those customary institutions that grew up through
long use, many of which were used as building blocks by wise sovereigns who
wanted to retain the loyalty of their subjects by protecting these ancient rights.
Indeed, writers like Sened miss the key elements of the classical tradition by
treating David Hume, for example, as though he disregarded the natural rights
tradition by insisting that individual property “rights are not deriv’d from nature

5

ITAI SENED, THE POLITICAL INSTITUTION OF PRIVATE PROPERTY 7 (1997).
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but from artifice”6 or that property rights were human “conventions” which
“acquires force by… our repeated experience of the inconveniences of transgressing
it.”7 The sole force of this passage was to show that we learn of the utility of
property rights by seeing what happens when the traditional rules are disregarded.
That account differs in key respects from the positivist notions that the proper
content of property rights should be determined solely by reference to the political
struggles that generate this or that configuration of property rights. Quite the
opposite for Hume, the major task was to justify the traditional rules of property by
linking these artifices and conventions to human well being. His effort is to give a
strong account of justice, not to follow out the grisly consequences of interest group
politics:
Our property is nothing but those goods, whose constant possession is
establish’d by the laws of society; that is, by the laws of justice… A
man’s property is some object related to him. This relation is not
natural, but moral, and founded on justice.8
Hume’s basic point is that no one can run a good society if the property of
one is subject to constant expropriation of others. This is a rule whose wisdom is
confirmed by long experience. He may use the terms artifice and convention in
opposition to those of natural law, but his own theory is no paean to public choice
theory but is at every point heavily dependent for its normative foundations on the
Roman law. Indeed, as a Scotsman trained in Roman law, he devotes extensive
discussion to the standard rules by which property is acquired, dealing in success
with “Occupation, Prescription, Accession, and Succession,”9 praising at one point
the “remarkable subtilty of the Roman law,” quoting thereafter from Justinian’s
Institutes on that topic.10 His major intellectual effort is to prove the importance of
the “stability of possession”,11 a phrase that he uses on multiple occasions, and

6
7
8
9
10
11

DAVID HUME, A TREATISE OF HUMAN NATURE 489 (Oxford 1787).
Id. at 490.
Id. at 491.
Id. at 514.
Id, at 512, n. 2 (beginning on 509).
See, e.g., id. at 490, 502, 503, 514, 515, 567.
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which comes right out of the Roman tradition on this problem.12 It is all too easy to
be misled by his use of the terms convention and artifice. These terms are not
meant to repudiate the property conceptions of the Roman lawyers working in the
natural law tradition. They are only meant to establish firmer foundation for these
rules by showing how they can be justified by their consequences, a position that no
natural lawyer of the time would have categorically rejected, as is evidence by
reading Blackstone’s justification of property, written some years later that also
relies on a mix of natural law and consequentialist arguments,13 where again the
central challenge is to explain why a person who took property at one moment is
entitled to retain possession even when he relinquishes immediate physical
possession.14
The same view can be said of Bentham, who relied on just this type of
example to buttress his ostensible critique of natural law.

But here too, his

differences with his arch enemy Blackstone are at root terminological. On matters of
substance he adopts their position root and branch. His most famous aphorism
reads, misleadingly, like a tribute to positivist accounts of property rights:
“Property and law are born together, and die together. Before laws were made there
was no property; take away laws and property ceases.”15 This view apparently
rejects any notion that customary practices prior to state decree could have the
force of law unless and until they are endorsed by the state. And they give no

12
13
14

15

(1802).

See, e.g., JUSTINIAN’S DIGEST, 6.3.
2 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAW OF ENGLAND 3‐4 (Oxford 1768 )
Id.
“Thus the ground was in comon, and no part of it was the permanent property of many man
in particular; yet whoever was in the occupation of any determinate spot of it, for rest, for
shade, or the like, acquired for the time a sort of ownership, from which it would have been
unjust, and contrary to the law of nature, to have driven him by force; but the instant that he
quitted the use or occupation of it, another might seize it without injustice . . . But when
mankind incrased in number, craft, and ambition, it became necessary to entertain
conceptions of more permanent dominion; and to appropriate to individuals not the
immediate use only, but the very substance of the thing to be used. Otherwise innumerable
tumults must have arisen . . . ”
JEREMY BENTHAM, THEORY OF LEGISLATION 113 (R. Hildredth trans., Trübner & Co. 4th ed. 1882)
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direction whatsoever as to why the rules should be as they are. Yet put in context,
Bentham’s remark comes after a longish passage which derides, as did Blackstone,
the limitations of possession the state of nature, which only lasts so long as one is
able to grasp a particular object.16 But this hardly establishes the naked positivism
for which it is cited. A fuller account shows that the shift in the rights of possession
creates a Pareto improvement that is clearly justified on efficiency grounds.17 Quite
simply any regime that fosters the stability of possession allows those who already
have some things to acquire others without having to worry about keeping others
off. More precisely, it means that the state will make good on these claims in any
dispute, by refusing to treat the relaxation of physical control as the abandonment of
possession. The key point here is that the normative improvement drives the
example. Yet to the determined nominalist, it would be a matter of total indifference
if the arrival of the state was used to reinforce the notion that the person who walks
out of his house or leaves his catch unintended has abandoned it to the next taker.
It is critical to note that all these examples are drawn from the law of land
and personal chattels. There is no doubt that the philosophical writings on the
subject of property rights in water are far thinner, as writers like Blackstone are
content to state that the interest of any person in water is (using the Roman term

16

There have been from the beginning, and there always will be, circumstances in which a man
may secure himself, by his own means, in the enjoyment of certain things. But the catalogue
of these cases is very limited. The savage who has killed a deer may hope to keep it for
himself, so long as his cave is undiscovered; so long as he watches to defend it, and is
stronger than his rivals; but that is all. How miserable and precarious is such a possession! If
we suppose the least agreement among savages to respect the acquisitions of each other, we
see the introduction of a principle to which no name can be given but that of law. A feeble
and momentary expectation may result from time to time from circumstances purely
physical; but a strong and permanent expectation can result only from law. That which, in
the nature state, was an almost invisible thread, in the social state becomes a cable.
BENTHAM, supra note 15 at 112‐13.
For a further elaboration of this point, see Richard A. Epstein, Introduction, in ECONOMICS OF
PROPERTY LAW ix (R. Epstein, ed., Elgar 2007).
17
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out of context) “usufructuary.”18 That is, of course, an insufficient account of the
system, and for perfectly clear reasons. The difficulties in the context of water are
greater than they are with land because of the far greater diversity of circumstances
that any comprehensive system of property rights has to answer. Some of these
problems relate to the highly varied settings in which water rights have to be
organized, which in turn reduces the need to balance off competing uses, so that
much of the major litigation on the question deals with the issue as to whether this
system governs in the first place.19 For these purposes, however, it suffices to note
that it takes no more than a moment to see that the rules that work for a small
English river will not do well to harness to waters that barrel down a gorge etched
out by the Colorado River (which is governed by a prior appropriation system
whose many complications I shall not consider here) that gives strict priority
because the water in question is generally suitable only for consumptive uses at
sites remote from the river where the water is drawn. Taking cows to the edge of
the river produces rather different consequences in the two cases. In addition,
natural variations in water environments alter the rate of topological change with
respect to water, and the land that abuts it, far more than with land. This level of
natural variation necessitates rules that determine ownership as water levels rise
and fall, or as rivers are redirected. These concerns gave rise to the doctrines of
alluvium and avulsion—which have their origins in Roman law.20 Although he does
18

See, e.g., BLACKSTONE, supra note 13, Vol. I at 339 .

19

See, e.g., Coffin v. Left Hand Ditch Co., 6 Colo. 443 (1882).

20

See, e.g., GAIUS, INSTITUTES 2.70‐2.72:
(70) Land acquired by us through alluvion also becomes ours under the same law.
This is held to take place when a river, by degrees, makes additions of soil to our
land in such a way that we cannot estimate the amount added at any one moment of
time; and this is what is commonly stated to be an addition made by alluvion, which
is added so gradually as to escape our sight.
(71) Therefore, if the river should carry away a part of your land and bring it to
mine, that part will still continue to be yours.
(72) But, if an island rises in the middle of a river, it is the common property of
those who possess land on both sides of the stream; but if it is not in the middle of
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not discuss this particular body of law, Joshua Getzler rightly notes in his exhaustive
treatise that many Roman law doctrines have had a heavy influence on the common
law development of water rights.21
On balance, the key insight is that the levels of topological differences, which
are easy to underestimate with respect to land, have, if anything, far greater salience
with water. Yet, at the same time, the rules that govern the state regulation of water
rights are largely insensitive to these variations and, in general, tend to reduce the
set of circumstances in which compensation is provided, appealing chiefly to the
new and distinctive property rights that are applicable
When all the pieces are put together into a single whole, we come to the
following conclusions: On one hand, the system of private rights and duties, while
far from perfect, often ends up with the right divisions between private and
common properties, and with, more or less, the right rules for each of these
subdivisions. On the other hand, the constitutional doctrines of takings are far too
underprotective in both contexts because they make two grave doctrinal errors,
each of which serves as a mirror image of the other.
With respect to land, the mistake is to fragment the bundle of rights so that
strong protection is given to the right to exclude, but weak protection is given to
every other element within the bundle of rights.22 Essentially, the government
the river, it will belong to those who have land on the nearest bank of the stream.
The footnote was added by the translator to reflect the point that these rules were incorporated in
their entirety into the English Law. See, e.g., HENRY BRACTON, LAWS AND CUSTOMS OF ENGLAND 9 (1969).
21

JOSHUA GETZLER, A HISTORY OF WATER RIGHTS AT COMMON LAW 1–2 (2006).
The new water doctrines were built from Roman law and Roman‐derived civil‐law
concepts of common goods and the natural rights of ownership, together with the
English sources of Bracton and Blackstone, part‐civilians themselves. Water law is
one of the most Romanesque parts of English law, demonstrating the extent to
which common and civilian law have comingled. Water law stands as a refutation of
the still‐common belief that English and European law parted ways irreversibly in
the twelfth century.

22
For a conventional account of the incidents of ownership, see A.M Honoré, Ownership, in
OXFORD ESSAYS IN JURISPRUDENCE 107‐47 (A.G. Guest ed., 1961). For a discussion of whether
fragmentation of rights either strengthens or weakens the constitutional protection of property
rights, see Eric R. Claeys, Takings: An Appreciative Retrospective, 15 William & Mary Bill of Rights J.
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knows that if it tries to take property outright, full compensation is owed. But if it
engages in partial takings, its actions will often be demoted so it is said that they
create a “mere” diminution of value (in the millions of dollars, of course) for which
no compensation is required.23 The excessive fragmentation of private interests
thus leads to an insufficient protection of private rights, with consequent resource
losses, and the government is spurred on to take private assets for public use,
without having to make an explicit comparison of the private values that are lost as
against the public values gained. What is ideally, in effect, a system of Kaldor‐Hicks
efficiency breaks down in practice, for reasons that will shortly become apparent.
On the other hand, water rights are highly fragmented in private ownership
arrangements to reflect multiple inconsistent uses. Any accurate assessment of an
individual claim has to deal with trade‐offs at the margin, which are often made
explicitly in cases involving water rights.24 Everything that is traded off at the
margin goes exactly the opposite way in takings disputes, where the uniform judicial
recognition of the so‐called navigation easement has long been regarded to
dominate every private interest in the water.

Total state takeover therefore

generates virtually no compensation for either instream or riparian private rights.
The bottom line is that the same strong pro‐government bias in the takings area
manifests itself in different ways, precisely because of the conscious effort to
distance all rules in the law of takings from their private law analogies. The path
toward reform is not to deny the complexity of property rights, a well‐rehearsed
theme. Instead, it is to strengthen the relationship between the law that governs
private disputes with that which governs public disputes.
III.

EQUAL RIGHTS IN PROPERTY LAW

439 (2006); for a response, see Richard A. Epstein, Taking Stock of Takings: An Author’s Retrospective,
15 WM. & MARY BILL OF RTS. J. 407 (2006).
23

For the key doctrinal statement, see Penn Cent. Transp. v. City of New York, 438 U.S. 104

(1978).
24
For an account of the marginalist nature of these trade‐offs, see Richard A. Epstein, On the
Optimal Mix of Common and Private Property, 11 SOC. PHIL. & POL. 17 (1994).
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Private Parties In these cases, the uniform assumption is that some position of equal
rights as between the parties is the appropriate point of departure for the analysis.
One reason for this particular allocation is that it provides an indispensable focal
point in the ordinary two‐party dispute. That focal point, in turn, avoids the need to
ask the question of which party to any future dispute should occupy a preferred
position. Taking the other path is the sure road to danger: choosing to bestow a
preference on one party necessarily gives rise to a second question of even greater
complexity: If there is any built‐in preference, just how large is it, and by what
particular reasons can it be justified?
Herein lies the difficulty. Improving the lot of one party relative to another
produces both gains and losses, which means that the only social measure of
efficiency that can be used to deal with the situation is a Kaldor‐Hicks measure that
will bestow its benediction of an efficient government action only if the gains to the
winner are larger than the losses to the loser. All of these actions take place
assuming, of course, that the transaction occurs in a world in which no transfer of
payment, either in cash or in kind, is, or need be, made to the other side. The ability
to find a transaction that satisfies this constraint requires more plumbing into the
particulars of any given case than does the more stringent Pareto formula, which
requires both sides to be at least as well‐off in the new state of the world as in the
previous one, without committing itself to any distribution of the net gains between
them.
Here’s why. The formal parity in position between the two parties tends to
generate gains for one side only if it generates gains for the other. Given that the
judgment of parity in positions is made largely behind a veil of ignorance, there is,
moreover, no particular reason to assume that the two parties enjoy some
differential level of gains. The much more plausible assumption is that the two sides
gain in roughly equal proportion. The position of parity of rights, therefore, is more
likely to produce a system of property that does generate overall gains than the less
restrictive Kaldor‐Hicks test. It is for just this reason that the postulate of equality of
persons in the state of nature is used not only in setting out property relations, but
in assigning the equal or like liberties of human beings within the general Lockean
RAE: Lincoln Property
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framework.25 The parity principle thus creates a focal point equilibrium that any
two people, wholly without regard to their previous connections, can sustain.
The second great advantage of the like liberty or equal property rights
position is that it is scalable in ways that preserve the desired focal point. The same
rule that works for two people can easily generalize to “n” people, at least so long as
noninterference with the like rights of other individuals remains the norm.26 This
ability is absolutely critical in property settings, for even if we do not deal with
property rights that are good against the world, as with land, but with those which
are binding against a substantial number of people, as with riparian rights, any
asymmetry in the definition of rights introduces a new round of complexity from
which there is no avenue of easy escape.
The explanation, as usual, rests on a transaction costs view of the world. Any
effort to create preferences in a dispute among “n” individuals has to be at the very
least well‐ordered, so that a system in which “a” has a priority over “b,” who in turn
has a priority over ”c,” has unalterable transitive features.

In addition, the

magnitude of the preferences again has to be assayed, without knowing the
alternative conceptual solution or the types of evidence that could lend it empirical
credibility. The equal liberty against force and fraud, for example, avoids this
problem because everyone can follow a rule that requires him to keep his hands (or
feet) to himself against a stranger. At this point the noninterference rules set a
background situation where any two people can form a cooperative venture without
the approval of the rest of the world, so long as they do not by any voluntary
cooperation or combination trench on the rights of third parties.

By similar

reasoning, they are protected against a diminution of rights to third parties, which
would otherwise be an implicit tax against voluntary transactions that improved the
position of both parties to the transaction. The stabilization of the overall system
thus goes a long way to solve various suits between parties.
See generally JOHN LOCKE, SECOND TREATISE
Publ’g 1980) (1690).

25

OF

GOVERNMENT (C.B. MacPherson ed., Hackett

These same considerations also tie in closely to rule of law concerns, an issue that I discuss
in RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, PRIVATE PROPERTY AND THE RULE OF LAW ch. 3 (forthcoming 2011).

26
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The actual way that this parity constraint operates depends in part on the
rules in question. The physical rules of noninterference mentioned above are
particularly amenable to this type of approach, because it simultaneously creates a
perimeter of rights around all persons in which they are free to do as they please.
Efforts to create positive entitlements to external resources are not, however, so
easily crafted. Thus, all the rules dealing with the occupation of land, the capture of
animals, or the taking of various natural resources gravitate to a system of first
possession, whereby the first to bring the thing into possession is its presumptive
owner.27

The key feature that makes this system work is the focal point

equilibrium—whereby everyone recognizes instantly who is the preferred party—
if the party in possession is, and is widely known to be, entitled to ward off all
others. It is the possession that singles out the owner from the rest of the world,
which any system of exclusive rights must do, and it does so long before there are
state actions designed to coordinate individual behavior.
Indeed, this first possession rule is susceptible only to cautious
generalization, because in some property settings (e.g., the capture of whales) a
single party often cannot land the whale by itself. At this point, the initial logic
becomes a bit more complicated, but the basic contours of the first possession rule
bend without breaking. The huge portion of humanity that has had nothing to do
with landing whales continues to have no claims against it.

However, those

individual efforts that contribute to its successful capture must work out some
accommodation that reflects their respective contributions to the catch. The system
will break down if all contributors to the catch do not receive a return that equals or
exceeds their contribution to the overall venture. In this sense, the strict sequential
role of the various players means that any defection at any point in the process
results in the loss of the catch for all. All players, therefore, have to be incentivized
simultaneously. That set of mutually consistent rewards, moreover, must be created
by custom, since there is no communication between them at the time they act. Just

27
For the Roman origins, again, see GAIUS, supra note 4, at 2.66; see also JUSTINIAN, INSTITUTES
title 2, 12 (533).
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these conditions, for example, are satisfied in the rule that requires the ship that
brought down a Finback whale to pay a finder’s fee to the person on the beach who
gave it information as to where it landed.28 The fee exceeds the cost of notice, but
does not deny the fishermen the needed return on their investment. (I put aside for
this analysis all of the common pool difficulties that arise from overfishing, which
requires major adaptations.)
In the area of water rights, moreover, the interlocking nature of claims to
running bodies of water make it more difficult to follow the parity position,
especially as the level of use intensifies with the introduction of mills and dams,
which generate so much conflict.29 It cannot be said, therefore, that following a
parity principle solves all problems, for two simple reasons. First, rivers flow
downhill, and oceans are often influenced by the tides. By the same token, though,
the effort to observe those natural conditions does help to eliminate certain legal
configurations that are less stable than their rivals. But in the absence of any system
of metes and bounds, it is not credible to think that common law rules can bring the
legal system to its fruition without legislative intervention, which occurred with
great regularity in both the English and American systems.30 In sum, all we can say
about the parity restraint is that it is a safeguard against the worst abuses, but is not
in and of itself a sure guide to the optimal system of property rights in water,
assuming that we had some confidence as to what the optimum was.
Public versus Private The rise of disputes between the state and individuals cannot,
as a general matter, be completely guided by the general principle of parity. The
very talk of eminent domain power suggests that there lies in the state some rights
that are superior to those held by ordinary citizens. Unlike the ordinary private

28

See Ghen v. Rich, 8 F. 159 (D. Mass. 1881).

29
For a historical account, see Carol M. Rose, Energy and Efficiency in the Realignment of
CommonLaw Water Rights, 19 J. LEGAL STUD. 261 (1990). For an extensive critique of this position, as
oversimplifing the differences between English and American law on the rise of the reasonable user
doctrine, see GETZLER, supra note 21, at XXX‐XXX.
30

See, e.g., GETZLER, supra note 21, at 6‐7.
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dispute, there is no real difficulty in figuring out who should get the extra rights and
no formidable obstacle to applying the applicable rules to large numbers of disputes
simultaneously; whether the government takes from one party or from many, it
always occupies the distinctive role of the government.

The problems of

coordinating the behaviors of multiple actors that arise in private disputes do not
arise when the state claims pride of place.
Yet, the solution to the problems of parity raises new difficulties that also
stand in need of principled solutions. One concedes, without question, that the state
can rise above ordinary citizens in using compulsion against ordinary individuals,
be it on land or water. But just how far above those citizens can it rise? In
particular, the hardest question is often whether the state can act under its police
powers so that the regulations it imposes are not offset by any duty to compensate
private individuals who are, in some instances at least, cast into the role of
wrongdoers, as in the case of pollution. But all state initiatives are not directed
toward private parties as wrongdoers.

In some instances, the state demands

sacrifices from individuals who have done no wrong, in order to advance the
common good. The common requirement that just compensation be supplied in
those cases is an effort to convert a set of government initiatives that might provide
a Kaldor‐Hicks improvement into one that provides a Pareto improvement: the
purpose of compensation is to insure that no one is left worse off by the state use of
coercion.
Yet, to put the point in this fashion introduces the need to determine which
cases fall on which side of the line. As a brute historical fact, the systematic errors in
dealing with eminent domain are not those that make the state too feeble to meet
the challenges that it faces; they are, in fact, the opposite risk.

The duty to

compensate is systematically separated from the conceptions of right and wrong
that govern disputes between neighbors, specifically under the law of nuisance.
That gap opens up an enormous opportunity for political arbitrage between the
private law and the public administrative process. Within the land use context, if it
is not possible for a group of neighbors to purchase the right to a view over
someone else’s land via a restrictive covenant, then they may turn to the zoning
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board where the restrictive covenant is theirs for the asking if they can prevail by
majority vote—particularly given the near unbroken history of judicial cases giving
deference to zoning authorities since the initial Supreme Court decision in Village of
Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.31
The space for this kind of behavior is very large. First, the gains from
obtaining a desired view are not trivial: the value of land with a protected view can
easily increase by as much as 50 percent in the right coastal settings. Second, gains
that large can become the focal point for political action because once the
restrictions are imposed, the future enforcement of the political deal is usually not a
major obstacle to its initial realization. The durability of the purchase increases the
willingness to make it. But, third, the losses on the other side are almost always
larger, which is why there are never voluntary transactions. In virtually all cases,
the party who is prohibited from building has the same view as the party who gets
the zoning order.

Those values are lost, and that owner will therefore fight.

However, in a political arena, votes count for more than dollars, so that the side with
the larger coalition can win even if its result is inefficient. In the end, therefore, we
have only one structure with a good view instead of two structures, one of whose
views is better than another. Fourth is the even greater problem that the ability to
work through the political means does not lead to compromised solutions in which,
for a fee, the coastal owner will agree to some concessions on the size, type, or
location of the new construction for the benefit of the party one level removed from
the beach.
There is only one way to avoid the political arbitrage that leads to these
zoning battles, and that is to use the same set of liability and boundary rules for the
resolution of public disputes as are used for private disputes. But which set? On
this point there is no comparison. The private law rules between like parties are all
honed with efficiency of the whole in mind. The guiding principle is that the greater
the parity in position, the higher the level of expected efficiency. But there is no
similar veil‐of‐ignorance‐type protection with public rules, which no amount of

31

272 U.S. 365 (1926).
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ingenuity could render serviceable in dealing with private law disputes. At this
point, then, we have a baseline for dealing with the key problem of demarcation,
which asks how to distinguish between those government actions that generate
some obligation to compensate and those that do not. It is instructive to see how
this transaction plays out with land and with water.
IV.

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC DISPUTES OVER LAND USE

Private Disputes The implicit private law strategy for resolving disputes between
two parties proceeds in two stages. At stage one, the law adopts the implicit parity
position between the parties, so as to rule out favoritism for the reasons stated
above. At stage two, the legal system, when working correctly, adopts rules that
maximize the value for each of the participants. Given the way in which the project
is organized, the second task is made easier in most cases by the adoption of the first
rule. To the extent that all the parties to the system are in a lockstep position, the
only way in which one party could seek to improve its own position is to adopt a
rule that improves the position of all other persons. Stated otherwise, with the first
condition satisfied, attacking the second position becomes far more tractable than
would otherwise be the case. Any effort by one party to maximize its own position
will result in the same for all other parties.
Exclusivity It is just this procedure that leads to the traditional bundle of
rights for the ownership of land—rights that are found in both civil law and common
law systems.

Thus, the first question on exclusivity receives initially an easy

answer: unless each person can exclude all others, investments in real property can
be made by no one. It is as though each competitor agrees not to sell any goods or
services anywhere, so long as all other competitors follow the same constraint. The
initial argument in favor of exclusivity of private land is powerful enough that it
goes a long way to shape the inquiry into the proper understanding of private
property, which is one reason why exclusion has always been included in the
general bundle of rights.
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The process in this case, however, is iterative and incremental.32 The best
way to look at exclusivity is as an improvement of the state of nature—that is, the
situation where no party has any rights of any sort in land. By that test, it takes no
detailed empirical inquiry to conclude that exclusivity marks an improvement over
a brawl and a free‐for‐all. But the question then arises whether there are further
improvements to be had and, if so, how should they be made. It is well established
in every legal system, for example, that the right of exclusion is trumped by a
narrowly conceived exception permitting one to enter the land of another in times
of necessity in order to escape death, serious injury, or major property loss from
forces of nature or third persons. That privilege lasts only as long as the necessity
lasts, after which the status quo ante is restored. In most cases, moreover, that right
to enter is usually accompanied by a duty to make compensation for property losses
inflicted, or even for lost rental values of the property in question. The large
empirical hunch is that salvation counts for more than exclusion, so much so that if
the owner tries to exclude under conditions of necessity, he can be rebuffed, at least
if the issue is whether or not the outsider can moor his boat at a dock. There is in
general, however, no universal duty to rescue (a principle which has problems of its
own), and the situation becomes murky if the outsider in cases of necessity wishes
to claim by right access into the interior of one’s home. The more complicated the
provisions, the less clear the general gain.
In addition to the necessity cases, an exception to the norm of exclusive
property arises in connection with common property, which operates as a network
link. For those things that are long and thin, and suitable for transportation, the
initial property regime could easily be one that operates in common, as with waters,
beaches, and often customary trails. At this point, the dominant regime assures that
each property owner who abuts the common element has access to the
transportation (or, today, communication) grid, given the obvious gains in question.

For a discussion of moral incrementalism, see RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, SKEPTICISM AND FREEDOM: A
MODERN CASE FOR CLASSICAL LIBERALISM 84‐107 (2003).
32
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There are evident limits to what a purely private system of law can do, but for now,
we can take the analysis this far at least.
Use The same type of argument applies to rights of use with respect to land.
Run a system in which no one is allowed to build anything, and the legal definition of
property rights would consign all individuals to states of permanent deprivation. So
use rights in property are necessarily allowed, given the manifest Pareto
improvements they create. But once again, the incrementalist approach dominates
because the right to use does not cover all uses, for these are in every jurisdiction
hemmed in by some law of nuisance dealing with filth, pollution, odors and the like
on the generalized assumption that all parties are, as a first approximation, better
off with these restrictions than without them.33 But the heterogeneity among
nuisances gives rise to a needed notion of causation, so that this first approximation
is modified both ways, but always under a principle of “reciprocity” that applies to
all parties in all cases. Thus, for instance, negative reciprocal easements impose
duties on landowners to refrain from digging up their soil in ways that cause their
neighbors’ land to collapse.34 On the opposite side, the live‐and‐let‐live rule carves
out from the general nuisance law those reciprocal low‐level interferences with
respect to all parties—the rule easily generalizes to “n” persons where all persons
are better off if none is allowed to sue.35 Similar logic applies to such matters as the
broadcast of radio waves or the overflight of airplanes, for which no relief at all is
allowed.
This argument, moreover, not only applies to land use, but also to land
development, where, again, the gains are so large that the contrary position is not
sustainable as a general rule, given the mutual gains that follow if all parties in the
state of nature are allowed to develop, instead of a situation where none are so
allowed. There is always a question as to how far these rights can generally go, and

33

For discussion, see Epstein, supra at XXXX.

Birmingham Corp. v. Allen, [1877] 6 Ch. D. 284 at 288–89 (discussing the rights of owners of
mines to extract coal, preventing the extraction of coal from neighboring mines).

34

35

Bamford v. Turnley, [1862] 122 Eng. Rep. 27 at 32–33 (Ex.) (Bramwell, B., concurring).
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on this matter the question of lateral support, whereby the land of one neighbor
supports all others, often requires individuals to set back their buildings from
boundary lines. More controversially, height restrictions—intended to preserve air
and light—could also be imposed if they worked well on a reciprocal basis, but that
case too tends to be weak. In rural settings, large plot sizes tend to make these
rights unnecessary. In urban settings, the close density of property tends to make
these blocking rights prohibitively expensive, so that they are usually denied.36 It
was for that reason that Justice Holmes, in his usual blunt fashion, wrote: “At
common law, a man has a right to build a fence on his own land as high as he
pleases, however much it may obstruct his neighbor's light and air.”37 In dealing
with these issues, moreover, it is always critical to remember that any assessment of
rights should be made as of the moment that property has been acquired in its
natural state.

The judgments become completely skewed when the unilateral

actions of one side introduce a key asymmetry in dealing with rights. Thus, if Mr. A
builds on his land, he has a strong case to argue that the law of nuisance should now
prevent Ms. B from blocking his view by building on her land. The correct analytical
framework denies Mr. A the opportunity to gain an advantage over his neighbor by
taking the unilateral step of building first. His earlier action gives him the benefit of
an unobstructed view until she decides to build. It does not create a prescriptive
right whereby, through the passage of time, she forfeits her right of construction.
There are, of course, situations where the parity principle cannot be
observed, not because of what the law says, but because nature does not allow the
parties to interact on what is instructively called “a level playing field.” The most
obvious case concerns those conflicts that arise between uphill and downhill
owners. This situation, which is the norm in dealing with water rights, makes it
impossible to devise any rule that exhibits perfect parity. So the question is what
compromises will be available. The rule that says no physical invasion is possible

36
See, e.g., Fontainebleau Hotel Corp. v. Forty‐Five Twenty‐Five, Inc., 114 So. 2d 357 (Fla. Dist.
Ct. App. 1959).
37

Rideout v. Knox, 19 N.E. 390, 391 (Mass. 1889).
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will favor the downhill owner, but kill all development from above. What developed,
then, was a tripartite solution that had fair bit of wit to it. Any discharge from the
higher land to the lower land, such as dumping filth from an upper story window
onto a neighbor’s land, was treated as tortious.38 On the other hand, the decision to
remove coal from the upper land, such that water come could through, was not
tortious. Let the lower fellow fend for himself under the “common enemy” or
purchase some protection from the defendant.39 The sense here is that forcing the
uphill landowner to supply the protection puts all the cost on the one side and
leaves all the benefit on the other.

In addition, it creates the added cost of

coordination between two parties that does not arise when the same person has to
keep coal in place, knowing what will happen if he does not.
That leaves the intermediate case, where the upper party wants to engage in
ordinary husbandry, from which some level of runoff is inevitable.

Here the

decision that the uphill landowner had to avoid all interference meant that the
lower landowner had a huge strategic advantage that was the reverse of what
nature created.

The legal impulse, therefore, was to avoid either of the two

endpoints involved in the other cases, which in turn led to the adoption of a
reasonableness rule of the sort that quickly developed in connection with water
rights. In the famous case of Middlesex Co. v. McCue,40 Justice Holmes refused to
enjoin the defendant from filling up the plaintiff’s mill pond with the inevitable
runoff generated when the defendant gardened on his plot. His eye for the middle
position was expressed thusly:

38
See, e.g., Baird v. Williamson, [1863] 143 Eng. Rep. 831 at 831 (C.B.). The great case of
Rylands v. Fletcher, 3 H.L 330 (H.L.E. 1868) (affirming Fletcher v. Rylands, 159 Eng. Rep. 737 (Ex.
1865)), is best understood as a variation on the discharge theme that applied to cases in which a
defendant brings, keeps, collects, or accumulates water on his land that is likely to do mischief if it
escapes. Both cases were judged by a strict liability rule in which the negligence of the defendant
was immaterial.

39

See, e.g., Smith v. Kenrick, 137 Eng. Rep. 205 (C.P. 1849).

40

21 N.E. 230 (Mass. 1889).
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[A] man has a right to cultivate his land in the usual and reasonable
way, as well upon a hill as in the plain, and that damage to the lower
proprietor of the kind complained of is something that he must
protect himself against as best he may. The plaintiff says that a wall
would stop the trouble. If so, it can build one upon its own land.41
Note that the protection against unusual and unreasonable cultivation is not
supplied, which means, as Holmes loved to say in so many other contexts, that the
protection of the law was a matter of degree42—which in some cases it is. But here
is a simple physical test indicating which cases can be governed by categorical rules
and which ones cannot. For those cases in which the field is level, hard boundary
lines work because the risk of downward flow is not present. It was for that reason
in Rideout v. Knox that Holmes gave the categorical rule that denied the easement of
light and air.43 But in those cases that involve land on a slope, a reasonableness
accommodation is needed to avoid the complete domination of the one by another.
As will become evident, we know which category water is in.
Disposition The third key element in this bundle is the right of disposition.
Rights of exclusion, use, and development make no allowance for gains from trade,
either between neighbors or with strangers. These rules must be included in the
ownership bundles for the system to function. As between strangers, the nuisance
rules are first approximations that are subject to limited correction by legal rule. It
is also useful to allow parties to make additional adjustments at the margin through
contracts that bind both themselves and their successors in title. The law that deals
with ius in re aliena—rights in the property of others—handle that problem by
allowing for the consensual creation of servitudes, which can either permit
individuals to enter the land of their neighbors without committing a trespass or to
restrict the neighbors’ use of their own property without it being an impermissible

41

Id. at 231.

42

Rideout v. Knox, 19 N.E. 390, 391 (Mass. 1889).
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Id.
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form of domination.44 These consensual easements may well be reciprocal, as is
commonly the case when they are included in a planned unit development, which
contains an elaborate criss‐cross of covenants and easements among the various
participants. But these covenants and easements need not be created by a common
grant, but could be done in one direction only, upon payment of compensation. No
matter how these interests are created, they follow two strict rules for the
conservation of property rights. The first is that the parties to the transaction
cannot expand their legal rights as against the rest of the world, which is thereby
protected against their machinations.

The second is that the parties to the

transaction are not thereby forced to sacrifice rights to the rest of the world as a
condition of finishing the deal. In essence, the rights of A, separately, and B,
separately, against the rest of the world are carried over to any admixture of A+ and
B‐, or indeed any more complex situation of A+‐ and B‐+, where the pluses and
minuses represent the paired deviation from the initial set of rights.
These rights of disposition, moreover, are not limited to the case of
adjustments between neighbors. They also apply where the owner of a single plot of
land chooses to create multiple interests in the same plot. Here, again, no matter
how many parties are involved, and no matter how complex the arrangements, the
same conservation of rights necessarily applies. The question then arises as to what
kinds of division of property interests can follow. The list is long and impressive,
and the key feature is that two or more deviations from the initial position may
always be combined so long as the same constraints are met.

We have thus

developed mature institutions that have divided ownership of property over time,
with the creation of life estates, both present and future, contingent remainders and
executory interests. In effect, the owner of land is entitled to give a road map for the
disposition of the property which will move from party to party at death, marriage,
or some other event. There are some nontrivial limitations on this freedom of

For the current rules, see Susan F. French, Tradition and Innovation in the New Restatement
of Servitudes: A Report from Midpoint, 27 CONN. L. REV. 119 (1994).
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disposition, including most notably the rule against perpetuities, but none of these
has any material effect on the ability to divide the actual control.
Second, it is possible to create commercial interests in the form of leases (and
subleases), which may ordinarily be assigned to third persons.

Again, the

accounting between the parties gets complex as the number of these interests
increases, but for these purposes, the key point is that no matter how many
different ways the fee simple (as the land is called when the title is indefinite) is
sliced, the sum of the parts are always equal to the whole in regard to strangers.
Third, it is possible to create mortgages over the fee simple or any part of it,
and to do so not once, but repeatedly with second and third mortgages whose
respective claims can be organized by precise priority rules. Fourth, it is possible to
divide management from control of any interest through the use of the trust, which
is not all that common today for land, but which is the dominant form for the
holding of financial aspects. But again, the same tactic works. The parties govern
the relationships among themselves by contract. As against the rest of the world,
they have the same arm’s length arrangement. The one adaptive response is that
often the defensive function of property management and control is vested in the
hands of a single person (usually the life tenant or the trustee) for reasons of
administrative convenience. At one time, the proliferation of interests made it hard
for outsiders to keep track of ownership and thus reduced the ability for further
alienations of given pieces of the whole. Modern systems of recordation have, to a
large degree, mitigated that problem. A bulletin board, now often available and
searchable online, records all interests so that any outsider can determine the state
of the title if it wishes to either purchase the property or lend on the strength of it as
security. The proliferation of interests produces gains from trade. The system of
deeds and recordation reduces the transaction costs that stand in the way of further
fragmentation of the interests.
Public taking of private property. The key insight for a proper approach for
eminent domain is that the government cannot short‐circuit the division of rights in
question. Whatever the state of the title is as a matter of private law binds the
sovereign. It may decide to take or not to take land or some interest in it. And so
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long as the taking is for a public use, there is no way for one to resist that takeover.
The distinctive feature of the Takings Clause is that it allows the state to force
exchanges on even terms (by payment of just compensation) to prevent the holdout
problems that could otherwise prevent the coherent assembly of land that is needed
for some kinds of collective ventures.
The success of this operation depends socially on the judgment that the value
of the property, when placed into the hands of the government, is worth more than
it is in the hands of private parties, taking all spillover effects on third persons into
account. Without that constraint, the entire process will be consumed by various
forms of public policy intrigue. Unfortunately, however, just that situation results
because the current law of “property” as it is conceived under the law of eminent
domain does not track the law of private property with its strong system‐wide
efficiency effects. Here are some of the reasons why this situation flounders badly.
Partial Takings One key mistake is that the law draws an artificial distinction
between the taking of property as a whole and the partial taking limited to an
interest in property. The essence of a system of private property encourages
unlimited division of interests until all gains from trade are exhausted. The
constitutional version of property law assumes that the only interest that is fully
protected is the right to exclude, which is violated when the government enters into
property, at which point there is a near per se rule for compensation of the interest
taken.45 But even in these cases, the compensation is commonly stated only to be
for the “property taken,” which excludes from the mix all the dislocations that take
place when the owner is deprived, for example, of property for use in his trade or
business.46 But these consequential damages are routinely allowed (to the extent
measurable) against private defendants, and the failure to include them in the social
calculus leads to excessive takings relative to the proper standard of social welfare.
Starting from this premise, the current takings law offers only scant
protection for fractional interests in property, which has the unfortunate effect of
45

Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp., 458 U.S. 419 (1982).

46

See Monongahela Nav. Co. v. United States, 148 U.S. 312 (1893).
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discouraging owners from entering into transactions that make business sense. One
illustration of this position involves the famous case of Penn Central Transportation
Company v. New York City,47 where the private owners of the ground sold the air
rights to a separate buyer. There was no question that air rights were but another
form of sensible property division under New York law, which allowed them to be
sold, divided, inherited, traded, bequeathed, leased, and mortgaged. In essence, they
were folded into the standard system of property rights. In Penn Central, New
York’s Landmark Commission denied the owner of those air rights the right to
exploit them. No private party could have used its muscle to do so, but if New York
City chose to preserve the view down Park Avenue (which, for what it was worth,
was already blocked by the then Pan Am building), its scenic endeavors counted as a
public use, so long as just compensation was paid, which is at the very least the
market value in a voluntary transaction. But Justice Brennan deviated from the
private law rule and held that the air rights had to be considered as part of the
“parcel as a whole.”48 At the very least, that maneuver is incorrect, for putting the
land back together again implicitly denied the gains from the separation. But in fact
the Brennan agenda was more aggressive. In his view, the development rights
received a zero valuation so long as the current operations from Penn Central
allowed it to cover its costs and make a normal profit. Again, this rule is surely
wrong by analogy to the private system, where the taking or destruction of any
interest in land has value, not cost, as its proper measure. The Brennan argument
was that diminution in value should be treated as though it were a loss from
competition, which again deviates from the cardinal principle of private law that
even competitive losses are non‐compensable, while the removal of any stick from
the bundle of property rights is compensable. Otherwise the risk is too great that
the government will achieve its goals by a succession of small takings.
This initial error then creates a serious question as to how to value the
development rights on land that is at present undeveloped, and thus cannot cover
47

Penn Cent. Transp. Co. v. City of New York, 438 U.S. 104 (1978).
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Id. at 131.
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its costs. And to that issue, the current rules are still incoherent because they have
deviated from the only rules that make sense—those that govern the taking or
destruction of private property by other private parties. This effort to create a set of
preferred property rights in government invites the very form of political arbitrage
identified earlier in Part II. Needless to say, virtually every exercise of the zoning
power has the same consequence when not tightly tethered to private law
constructions.
Exactions. Next, the entire doctrine of exactions is yet another abuse that
follows from the deviation from private law. The standard definitions of coercion
involve the threat or use of force against another person or his property. That
definition works in a straightforward sense when the two parties stand as strangers
to one another. But the account of coercion must be flexible enough to cover other
cases. There is a clear case of coercion if I have both your money and your ring and
offer you a choice between them, when you are entitled to both.49 Yet, that is what
is usually done with the law of exactions. An individual should have the right to
build his house and to keep his access to the beach. The government announces that
it will only allow the construction of a new building (which is in no sense a
nuisance) if the owner of the property consents to having a lateral easement across
the front of his land. Here there is a choice between two entitlements, and the
Supreme Court was right to hold that this choice was not permissible.50 But that
decision rested on the notion that an easement (but not a restrictive covenant, even
though both are servitudes) was a possessory interest in land that was subject to the
per se compensation rule in Loretto.
everywhere.

Yet, the danger of this illicit choice is

Thus, the government will only allow the construction of a new

apartment complex (which, again, is no nuisance) if the owner agrees to fund a new
park, school, or train station that is available for all members of the community.
Here the game is that the burdens are borne exclusively by some even though the
benefits are shared by others who do not contribute to the cost. There is an implicit
49

For discussion, see RICHARD A. EPSTEIN, BARGAINING WITH THE STATE 39‐49 (1993).

50

See Nollan v. California Coastal Comm’n, 483 U.S. 825 (1987).
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wealth transfer through regulation, which courts have refused to protect outside the
context of easements. Once again, the distortions are palpable.
In sum, it should be noted that these key decisions exhibit the same general
feature. The deviation from the (efficient) rules used to resolve private disputes all
are done in favor of the states, almost always on the ground that government
officials have an expertise and high‐mindedness that no private landowner could
hope to match. That naïveté leads to substantial social losses.
V.

WATER LAW

Private Law
The Rise of Correlative Rights The private law of water is organized on a
principle that is the polar opposite of the law of land. No longer is exclusivity the
dominant term of analysis. Rather, these systems are those in which the rights of all
parties are shared, such that the dominant language (as in the case of disputes on
the hillside) is that of reasonableness, in which no one party is entitled to dominate
over any other. Oftentimes, the position of any claimant to water is described as
usufructuary,51 which means that the person is entitled to some of the use and fruits
of the water, but not to the entire stock of water, whose “going concern” value
would be diminished if a running river were diverted into a private barrel or
reservoir.52 This effort to borrow a term from Roman law leads to a distortion of its
primary meaning, which, in connection with land, referred to the right of an
individual, the usufructuary, to take the use and the fruits of the land, while the title
to which remained in the hands of the bare proprietor. The exact division of assets
in the land context covers a wide variety of issues, ranging from cutting trees to
opening mines to remodeling houses. But those conflicts are strictly between the
two parties in question, and are subject to modification by explicit agreement.
There is, however, no one person who stands in the position of a bare proprietor

51

See, e.g., 4 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAW OF ENGLAND 14 (1769).

52
For further development of this theme, see Richard A. Epstein, Why Restrain Alienation?, 85
COLUM. L. REV. 970, 979 (1985).
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with respect to water.

Instead, there are just multiple classes of claimants—

riparians, owners of boats, mill owners, recreational users, and fishermen, each with
its own distinctive class of uses that may or may not be valuable in connection with
certain rivers. In these cases, the topography matters an enormous amount, such
that the delineation of rights that work in one context need not work in another.
To understand how the system works with respect to rivers, it is useful to set
out the deviations that are needed from the law of land in order to make out a
system of sensible water rights, which in fact begins with a simple form of
riparianism. Once that is done, one can ask, as with land, the extent to which it is
possible to devise modifications of that body of rules when the potential valuable
uses of water are expanded either by technology or change in the natural
topography of water.
On this question, it is instructive to begin with a short passage from John
Locke, which roughly assumes parity between the rules of acquisition of land and of
water. As is well known, Locke thought that the proper way in which any individual
separated his property from the common was to mix it with his labor.53 The
“mixing” language is somewhat overdrawn because it is quite clear that a minimal
amount of labor can then separate something from the common—e.g., “the acorns he
picked up under an oak” would do the job.54 Locke is not so foolish as to think that
extraordinary levels of effort should be required where simple labor will do. The
real point here is that of the focal point: the simplest way to have one person own
property is for him to take it and for others to see the situation and stand aside.
From this perspective, it appears to follow that taking water out of the common
should be governed by the same rules, given the need to establish a unique owner.
Locke, for example, appeared to endorse the parity of position between land and
water when he wrote as follows: “Nobody could think himself injured by the

LOCKE, supra note 10, ¶ 26 (1690) (“Whatsoever, then, he removes out of the state that
Nature hath provided and left it in, he hath mixed his labour with it, and joined to it something that is
his own, and thereby makes it his property.”).

53

54

Id. ¶ 27.
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drinking of another man, though he took a good draught, who had a whole river of
the same water left him to quench his thirst. And the case of land and water, where
there is enough of both, is perfectly the same.”55 This approach is a particular
application of the more general Lockean proviso, “[n]or was this appropriation of
any parcel of land, by improving it, any prejudice to any other man, since there was
still enough and as good left, and more than the yet unprovided could use.”56 But it
also shares the same defect. In both cases, Locke tries to make the case easy for
himself by insisting that there is no injury at all, when under conditions of scarcity
some injury to the common pool is a physical necessity in a world of scarcity. The
difference between a draught of water and the wholesale diversion of a river is just
a matter of degree. The same point was raised by the plaintiffs’ lawyers in Embry v.
Owen, when they attacked the claim that the defendant had caused no injury at all:
“one person were allowed to take an inappreciable quantity of water for the
purpose of irrigation, fifty other persons might do the same.”57 Just as the longest
journey starts with a single step, so too, does the largest destruction of a river start
with a single drop.
The great strength of this response is that it reveals a logical objection to a
practical position. The difficulty in both these cases is that Locke and his followers
are not asking the right question when they focus exclusively on the inappreciable
diminution of the river as if it caused no harm at all. That response is much too
categorical. What is needed is a marginalist approach. The correct way to put the
issue is to ask what happens to overall welfare if each person takes some portion
out of the common for private use. In the case of land, the interdependence between
separate parcels is generally small, so that the gains that come from privatization
are likely to exceed the losses that accrue to others who now have limited access to
the common. Indeed, these persons could easily be made better off because the
privatization of land generates improved productivity, which in turn increases the
55

Id. ¶ 32.

56

Id. ¶ 32.

57

See Embry v. Owen, 155 Eng. Rep, 579, 582‐83 (Ex. 1851).
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opportunities of third persons to gain through trade. There is, in most cases, no
disruption of any common pool asset, which is what distinguishes the situation with
water from that with land. At this point, the first approximation of letting no one
take anything from a river will surely do better than the opposite first
approximation of allowing the first possessor to take whatever he wants from the
common, which is the case for land. Hence, we come up with the converse, which
says that no riparian can take anything from the common, which is a better first
assumption than the basic first possession rule. It should be evident, therefore, that
Locke’s purported equivalence of land and water is misguided.
From Natural Flow to Reasonable User
English Cases

This initial move tracks the early English and American

common law in cases dealing with the subject. 58 The first approximation is thus that
riparians, as a matter of natural right, have access to the natural flow of water. This
posture is explicitly defensive, because the first objective is to protect each riparian
landowner against the unilateral actions of any person who threatens to abstract all
the water from the river for himself, as is permissible under an unrestricted first
possession rule. As Lord Wensleydale wrote, the riparian has:
[T]he right to have [a natural stream of water] come to him in its
natural state, in flow, quantity and quality, and to go from him without
obstruction; upon the same principle that he is entitled to the support
of his neighbour’s soil for his own in its natural state. His right in no
way depends upon prescription, or the presumed grant of his
neighbour.59
It is worth exploring how this formulation both follows land law and deviates
from it. To do so, it is necessary to consider the differences between the law of
prescription and the law of original occupation. On this issue, the brief allusion to
the right of lateral support is most instructive. Recall that as a first approximation,
58
For a comprehensive account of the developments in English law, which were heavily
influenced by the early nineteenth century writings on the subject, see GETZLER, supra note 6, at 268–
327.
59

Chasemore v. Richards, 11 Eng. Rep. 140, 153 (1859).
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all boundary lines in land are rigid: No one can invade the property of another, but
one is nevertheless allowed to do as he will with his own property. The lateral
support easement is a deviation from that rule in that it meets the strict test of
reciprocity because each person owes the identical duty to a neighbor.

That

reciprocal duty is justified as a Pareto improvement, precisely because the values of
all affected parcels of land are increased by its uniform application. It is critical,
therefore, to make it clear that this right of lateral support is not acquired by
prescription, or its close cousin, the theory of the lost grant.60 The former of these
doctrines is triggered only by open and notorious use over a long period of time.
The conceptual difficulty with the doctrine of prescription is the same as it is for the
kindred doctrine of adverse possession in land: why does a continuous trespass at
some point become the source of a valid title?61 The answer to that question
depends less on the dispute between the parties than on the need to quiet title on a
systematic basis so that ordinary development and trade of real property can take
place without fear of the dead hand of the past.62 To achieve that objective, a firm
line dominates a wavy principle. And its arbitrariness is in large part mitigated by
its clear publication so that all parties know the rules of the game.
These rules, however, are utterly unsuitable for creating a universal set of
correlative rights and duties to govern all individuals from the outset, without any
waiting period at all. There are no acts of prescription and no conceivable grants.
The social objective is to install the most efficient system of property rights from the

60

For a discussion of both, see GETZLER, supra note 6, at 84–97, 311–12.
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For the early formulation of the question, see Henry W. Ballantine, Title by Adverse
Possession, 32 HARV. L. REV. 135, 135 (1918). For the analogous Roman rules on usucapio (taking
ownership by use), see BARRY NICHOLAS, AN INTRODUCTION TO ROMAN LAW 120–30 (1962) and GETZLER,
supra note 8, at 65–86.
62

Henry Ballantine, Title by Adverse Possession, 32 HARV. L. REV. 135, 135 (1918):
The statute [of limitations] has not for its object to reward the diligent trespasser
for his wrong nor yet to penalize the negligent and dormant owner for sleeping
upon his rights; the great purpose is automatically to quiet all titles which are
openly and consistently asserted, to provide proof of meritorious titles, and correct
errors in conveyancing.
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get‐go, which is what the natural law approach does. All this is not to say that
doctrines of prescription have no place in dealing with water rights, for clearly they
do. But the doctrine of prescription is only applied to those cases in which one
person deviates from the natural rights position of common law parity by wrongful
moves that are open and notorious.63

For the upstream party, that requires

blocking or removing excessive quantities of water for the appropriate limitations
period—say, 20 years. For the downstream party, it requires constructing a dam,
which backs up water beyond the natural level to the prejudice of the upstream
holder.

In both these cases, prescription serves its proper function by

acknowledging changes in the original rights structure brought about by long use,
without also altering the general system, which remains intact for all other users.
The second issue raised by this brief passage in Chasemore goes to the
content of those natural rights.

It is at this point that we can see the clear

intellectual distance between the rules governing the acquisition of rights in water
and those governing the acquisition of rights in land. Recall the two‐step analytical
framework:

First, establish parity.

Next, pick that set of parallel rules that

maximizes overall utility. The parity on the river is preserved among all riparians,
because each has a right to have the water run past his land, but, by the same token,
must allow it to run past the land of others. That initial parity, unfortunately, fares
quite poorly under the second test of value maximization for riparians as a group,
because there are surely social gains if some amount of water may be removed from
the river. Put otherwise, the first drop of water in the river in private hands is
worth more than the last drop of water that remains in the river.
The challenge, therefore, which the Lockean proviso’s rigid formulation just
misses, is to see how to introduce marginalist analysis to deal with water on the
river. At this point, the gaps between the land and water regimes grow larger. With
land, the unilateral action of one establishes priority over all others under the first
possession rule.

But that rule cannot possibly function well (notwithstanding

Locke’s superficial acceptance of it) in connection with any river, particularly in
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See GETZLER, supra note 6, at 208–10.
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light of its large class of actors, each of whom may have acquired a parcel of land at
different times. The first possession rule gives too much power to the first taker—
assuming that one can even tell who that person is in the absence of any system of
deeds to record when riparian lands were first occupied or water rights were first
utilized. So the property rule switches over to one that allows all persons the right
to remove some small quantity of water from the river, regardless of when they
acquired their interest in land. It is better on the whole if all riparians are allowed
to take a good draught out of the river, so long as its overall level does not shrink.
And that is surely likely when the amount of water so removed by these low level
uses is less than the natural variation in the level of the river attributable to rainfall,
evaporation, and other natural phenomena.
In lockstep progression, therefore, all riparians can, under established
doctrine, make use of water for their modest domestic purposes. After water is
removed from the river, the first possession rule transfers ownership to the water
just as Locke thought.64 But the key question is not how that person comes to get
ownership of the water he takes. Instead, it is how to determine the amount of
water that can be taken in the first place, for which Locke’s labor theory of value
does not supply the slightest bit of help. At this point, the hard question is how
much more water can be removed from the river. In principle, the same marginalist
test that applied to the easier cases should also apply to these harder cases. It is
never a question of whether “as much again and as good” is left over; by definition,
this is never the case. Rather, the correct question compares the sum of instream
and consumptive rights when all riparians are allowed to increase their withdrawals
from the stream. And the question of whether overall levels increase or decrease
with uniform consumption levels admits to a uniform a priori response that is
independent of the volume of water in the river and the value of the private riparian

64

LOCKE, supra note 10, ¶ 29:
Though the water running in the fountain be every one's, yet who can doubt but that
in the pitcher is his only who drew it out? His labour hath taken it out of the hands
of Nature where it was common, and belonged equally to all her children, and hath
thereby appropriated it to himself.
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uses to which it is put. The challenge is to ask just how much the pro rata removals
can be increased until the reduction of instream uses becomes larger than the
consumptive uses.
This issue intensified, and ultimately came to a head, with the transformation
of the relatively passive system of riparian rights to the more muscular system of
reasonable use. The issue was fought out in both England and America over key
questions arising from irrigation and mills. With irrigation, the question in England
was whether a riparian could take water out of the river for irrigation purposes so
long as the return flow after irrigation did not reduce the levels of water for the
downstream riparian to any “appreciable” extent. The argument against allowing
this right was that its repeated application could easily put such pressure on the
notion of appreciable loss that the entire system of negative rights (those which
kept the river intact) could be, in effect, undermined by the recognition of this
greater right. The argument on the other side is that the appreciable loss test could
be applied separately by each individual riparian, thereby obviating the risk that a
succession of such deviations could undermine the whole system. If, therefore, the
right in question could be cabined in, the overall value of the water in the river
would be increased by the very large gains that came from this additional use.
Indeed, that condition could hold even if there were an appreciable decline in water
levels, so long as those did not “prejudice” the position of downstream users.
The English battle over this question came to a head in a series of cases
toward the mid‐nineteenth century, which Getzler in his monograph describes in
complete and accurate detail.65 The key case is Embrey v. Owen,66 where it is not
quite coincidence that the lawyer for the victorious defendant was none other than
George Bramwell, who, as Baron Bramwell, announced a dozen years later in
Bamford v. Turnley,67 the live‐and‐let‐live principle that gave a principled, Pareto
improvement account as to why rigid boundaries should not involve government in
65

GETZLER, supra note 6, at 282–96.
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Embrey v. Owen, 155 Eng. Rep. 579 (Ex.) (1851).
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low‐level nuisance cases between neighboring landowners.

Cast in modern

terminology, his view was that the detriments from these diversions, even if
universally applied, were trivial compared to their gains.

He noted that the

diversions tended to take place in the wet seasons, when the harm to downstream
users would be negligible. He noted further that much of the water that was used for
irrigation returned to the river, thereby moderating any harm to downstream
riparians. He concluded by insisting that the gains from the effective utilization of
the land worked for the benefit of all. That argument was sufficient to persuade the
trial court to adopt instructions that ramped up the use of water from its limited
class. Thus, Bramwell notes that it had always been accepted that water could at all
times be used for “all natural and normal purposes, domestic and agricultural,
provided [the riparian user] does not interfere with the rights of other riparian
proprietors. For instance, he may, either by himself, his family, or his cattle, drink
the water; he may bathe in it, use it in his habitation, and for watering his garden.”68
The only difference was that irrigation was a more intensive use than the others
listed. But so long as the level of diminution was kept low, that point counted in
favor of allowing the use, not cutting it back. As stated, the law is universalizable so
that all participate in it, and all can enforce the limitation. Indeed, there was
evidence at the time that many cooperative ventures between adjacent riparians
allowed for the more intensive use of water for their mutual benefit.69 By way of
analogy in land cases, the locality rule allows for higher levels of pollution in certain
industrial districts because the greater reciprocal intensity of use continues to
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Embrey, 155 Eng. at 582.
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Nuttal v. Bracewell, 2 Ex. 1 (1866):
According to the law so enunciated . . . it would be competent for a [riparian] to
erect a mill . . . and take the water from the stream to work it, provided he neither
penned back the water upon his neighbour above, nor injuriously affected the
volume and flow of the water of the stream to his neighbour below. And the law
favours the exercise of such a right: it is at once beneficial to the owner and to the
commonwealth.
Quoted in GETZLER, supra note 6, at 320–21.
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produce gains across the board.70 In sum, this initial deviation from the older regime
of riparian rights led to overall increases in utility without any clear shift in wealth
among riparians.
The situation was quite different with the mills that sprang up in great
profusion in England’s midlands during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.71
These mills were a source of power for the various factories that sprung up along
the rivers. There is little question that the introduction of some mills could increase
the overall value of the river for its consumptive and instream uses. Unlike the
irrigation cases, these mills did not normally create the risk that water would be lost
to the downstream users. Also, the use of these mills could have strong distributive
consequences for the riparians along the river. The power of a mill depends on the
height of the falling water that is used to turn the wheel. That distance can be
increased by building dams behind the mill, which could easily raise the river or
even flood the uplands of upstream neighbors. Conversely, the size of that head
could be reduced if the downstream owner built his own dam, which in turn would
raise the height of the water at the foot of the upstream mill. Clearly, the total value
of all mills, and the particular value of any given mill, depended on the number and
size of the mills along the river, and their placement. Given the negative impact that
each mill could have on the creation of other mills, the issues of number and spacing
along the river became acute. It could be a matter of simple physics and geography
that some riparians could construct no mills at all on their land, while the
construction of some mills could easily foreclose the construction of others that
might have proved equally valuable.
American Cases The question, therefore, is how to design a regime that can
deal with these situations. The closest parallels in the land use context are the
disputes between farmers located at the top and the bottom of a hill, which in

70
For the adoption of this rule in England at this time, see St. Helen’s Smelting Co. v. Tipping,
11 Eng. Rep. 1483 (H.L.) (1865), on which see Joel Franklin Brenner, Nuisance Law and the Industrial
Revolution, 3 J. LEGAL STUD. 403 (1974), and A.W. Brian Simpson, Victorian Judges and the Problem of
Social Cost: Tipping v. St. Helens’ Smelting Co., LEADING CASES IN THE COMMON LAW 163 (1995).
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Middlesex v. McCue generated a compromise that allowed ordinary farming at the
top, even if it generated runoff that hurt the farmer at the bottom, who otherwise
would have had the dominant hand in the matter. 72 Just that solution was adopted
in the reasonable use cases, which reached the same uneasy conclusion with mills.
For instance, in Dumont v. Kellogg,73 which involved simple but instructive facts, the
plaintiff (the downstream owner) constructed a mill that was powered by water
from above. The defendant (the upstream owner) subsequently constructed a dam
that materially diminished the flow to the downstream mill.

The question of

“prejudice,” as that term is used in the irrigation cases, has to be resolved
conclusively for the plaintiff. But in this instance, the decision came out clearly for
the defendant. Justice Cooley put the proposition as follows:
[A]s between different proprietors on the same stream, the right of
each qualifies that of the other, and the question always is, not merely
whether the lower proprietor suffers damage by the use of the water
above him, nor whether the quantity flowing on is diminished by the
use, but whether under all the circumstances of the case the use of the
water by one is reasonable and consistent with a correspondent
enjoyment of right by the other.74
Elsewhere the point is put as follows:
The person owning an upper mill on the same stream has a
lawful right to use the water, and may apply it in order to work his
mills to the best advantage, subject, however, to this limitation: that if
in the exercise of this right, and in consequence of it, the mills lower
down the stream are rendered useless and unproductive, the law in
that case will interpose and limit this common right so that the
owners of the lower mills shall enjoy a fair participation."‐‐
Woodworth, J., in Merritt v. Brinkerhoff, 17 Johns., 320, 321 [N.Y.,
72

21 N.E. 230 (1889).
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29 Mich. 420 (1874).
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Id. at 423–24.
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1829 It is a fair participation and a reasonable use by each that the
law seeks to protect.
At this point, the system has to come apart at the seams. There is no way to
preserve the parity between upstream and downstream users in ways that give both
of them fair participation and reasonable use. It is easy to think of situations in
which parity results in a situation where neither riparian can maintain a successful
mill, so that one mill must remain useless if the other is to be viable. The carrying
capacity of the river over the relevant interval supports one but not two dams or
mills. The system of social welfare, even if done to the maximum, can no longer
meet a Paretian standard. The best that can be done is to create a system in which it
is hoped that the gains to the upstream riparian exceed the losses to those of a
downstream riparian, as judged by the sense of the community, however
determined. In essence, there is no clear hierarchy among the correlative uses of
instream users.

The only clear rules in this context are those that involve a

diversion of the water from the river for nonriparian uses, which will always be
forbidden if there is any diminution in flow; the same is true of any diversion by a
stranger.75 In effect, either of these activities is no different from the rules as they
apply to land. Whatever the complications among co‐owners, the hard boundary
lines reassert themselves in two contexts: those situations where the stranger takes
from the group as a whole, or those cases in which the insider converts what is
common property into sole property.
If the common law rules work well in those last two contexts, they surely fall
short with respect to the conflicts among instream users, for there is no obvious
reason why the unilateral moves by various riparians will be able to maximize the
value along the river. If the legal rules fall short when there are only two parties to
the dispute, they cannot work well with more. At this point, it seems as though some

Id. at 422 (“No person has a right to cause such a diversion, and it is wholly a wrongful act,
for which an action will lie without proof of special damage. It differs, also, from the case of an
interference by a stranger, who, by any means, or for any cause, diminishes the flow of the waters; for
this also is wholly wrongful, and no question of the reasonableness of his action in causing the
diminution can possibly arise.”). For the same result, see also Stratton v. Mt. Hermon Boys' Sch., 103
N.E. 87 (Mass. 1913).

75
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administrative solution is required to deal not only with the question of mill size
and separation, but also with compensation for those persons whose lands are
flooded. Schemes of this sort were developed during the nineteenth century, and
managed to survive constitutional challenges on the ground that the takings were
not for public use.76 A more accurate set of procedures would follow the unitization
rules for oil and gas, where the common practice was to limit the number of wells
that could be drilled into the field and to provide compensation for those surface
owners who were denied rights to drill from their own land. Stated otherwise, there
is no way to avoid reasonableness solutions so long as water flows downhill. But
there are ways to supply compensation to the losers on the all‐or‐nothing choices
for construction.
Alluvion and Avulsion The last of the distinctive problems for water law
involves the long‐established doctrines of alluvion and avulsion, which arise when
the watercourse itself changes direction. In dealing with rivers, there is a good deal
of sense in the Roman solution referred to above. The gradual changes in the course
of the river essentially lead to automatic changes in the ownership of the land. If the
river moves away from X, his holdings expand; if it moves toward him, they contract.
Ex ante, there is no particular reason to believe that the river will move in one
direction or the other, and certainly no reason to think that any action subject to
human control can alter its course. The great advantage of this rule is that it keeps
all riparians as riparians, thereby eliminating the loss in value that would arise if the
former riparian could no longer access the river. It also eliminates the task of
having to decide who owns any new land that emerges between the river and the
former riparian’s land. By the same token, a sharp change in the course of the river
from one channel to the other cannot be handled by this means. Other landowners
could easily own land between the new and the old course, and their holdings would
be wiped out if the alluvion doctrine applied. Hence the new stream has new
riparian owners who are subject to the same rules.

Head v. Amoskeog Mfg. Co., 113 U.S. 9 (1885). For discussion, see Richard A. Epstein, A Clear
View of The Cathedral: The Dominance of Property Rules, 106 YALE L.J. 2091, 2115‐2119 (1997).
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The situation with respect to littoral property, which borders either lakes or
oceans, is of course different. If the waters move in, the land is lost; if they move
out, the additional land accretes to the landowner. These additions and diminutions
are not trivial. Along Lake Michigan, where I have a summer home, the lake has
moved out well over 100 feet in the last fifteen years. The new and substantial
dunes accrete to the owners of the beachfront property. The losses would, of
course, run to the same parties. The issue has great importance because the
expansion of lands should not be allowed to destroy the key components of value in
any lakefront or oceanfront property.

The difficulty of applying these rules

depends on the rapidity with which these shores change direction. Although the
topic is beyond the scope of this article, Florida water law is especially complicated
because the issue of moving is coupled with the issue of flooding and drainage,
which gives rise to difficult questions as to who owns the beds of lakes that have
been drained (the answer appears to be the state, who owned them when they were
covered with water).77 In essence, the introduction of yet another element of
complexity puts additional strains on the system of property rights as among the
parties. The question that now remains is how this complexity plays itself out in a
constitutional setting.
Constitutional Protection of Water Rights.
The Navigation Servitude The final piece of this inquiry seeks to integrate
the discussion of water rights with the general principles of American constitutional
law. This issue arises most saliently with regard to question that I have not yet
discussed, namely the rights of navigation along rivers.

Given the obvious

government interest in transportation within and across state lines, clearly this
question has loomed large in the constitutional decisions devoted to this topic. The
Roman law on this subject was not fully developed, and it contained some internal
complexities. One was that all rivers were not necessarily public, particularly if

77
See, e.g., Martin v. Busch, 112 So. 274 (Fla. 1927), discussed in Stop the Beach
Renourishment, Inc. v. Fla. Dep’t of Envtl. Prot., 130 S. Ct. 2592, 2611 (2010).
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their entire course lay within the boundaries of a single owner. But many rivers
obviously were, and for those the matter of correlative rights and duties quickly
forced itself to the fore: what was the relationship between the public’s rights of
navigation and the rights of riparians? The answer given was that the navigation
rights could not be impaired by the use of riparian rights,78 by which it was meant
that the natural course could not be blocked by improvements from the land, nor
the waters in question drained from the channel in a way that impeded passage. It
was in this sense only that it can be said, as Getzler does: “In the Digest, navigation
and irrigation are given absolute priority over other consumptive uses.”79 There are
no references in the Roman materials that deal with the converse question of
whether public improvements to a river could be allowed to entrench of the riparian
rights of landowners.
The English law in many respects follows from the Roman principles. The
original common law rules in England held that rivers were navigable only to the
extent that their levels varied with the tides. That rule made sense for most small
English rivers, but clearly not for the longish rivers in the United States, which were
then governed by a rule of navigability in fact, wholly without regard to the tides.80
To the extent that a river is navigable “in fact,” its use is open to all, not just to the
riparians who border it. That rule makes perfectly good sense because otherwise
the river would have a large unused carrying capacity. Yet so long as the general
public cannot make any consumptive use of the water, the net gains from increased
utilization of these waters seem positive.
The phrase “open to all” is, however, a natural law phrase that does not take
into account the power of sovereign governments to limit access to the navigable
waters of the state (or indeed any other property). The Roman law texts of Gaius
and Justinian never address this issue, but assume that these relationships are
governed by the ius gentium, or the Law of Nations, wholly without regard to
78
Glenn J. MacGrady, The Navigability Concept in the Civil and Common Law, 3 FLA. ST. U. L. REV.
511, 517‐30 (1975).
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sovereign power.81 The role of the sovereign never rose to the fore in the English
context, but it arises with special urgency in the United States with its federal
system of divided state and national power. The initial issue is which of our two
sovereigns is responsible for the creation of property rights in the first place. One
consequence of this rule is that all persons in the world, regardless of citizenship,
have equal access to the various forms of common property. Indeed the phrase
“Law of Nations” is, moreover, no stranger to the United States Constitution, which
at times also takes the natural law approach to these matters. Thus, Article I
provides explicitly that Congress shall have the power “[t]o define and punish
Piracies and Felonies committed on the high Seas, and Offences against the Law of
Nations.”82
In any real world context, however, sovereign states and nations enforce the
particular mandates of natural law. Side by side, therefore, with the earlier tradition
lies the view that all property rights are the creature of the sovereign that has
created them, whose power is essentially unlimited. Thus, Justinian not only speaks
of the Law of Nations, but also contains the famous phrase of royal power, “[q]uod
principi placuit legis habet vigorem,” or “[t]hat which is pleasing unto the prince has
the force of law.”83
Within the context of American federalism, the question of sovereignty gives
rise to a further complication: which sovereign, state or federal, takes this
responsibility? That question has special relevance in connection with the Takings
Clause, which, in its original construction, only offered protection against the federal

81
For a recent explication of the natural law theme in relationship to sovereign power, see
PHILIP HAMBURGER, LAW AND JUDICIAL DUTY (2008). For my comments on the matter, see Richard A.
Epstein, The Natural Law Influences on the First Generation of American Constitutional Law:
Reflections on Philip Hamburger’s Law and Judicial Duty (forthcoming).

U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 8, cl. 10. Note the implicit tension between the Law of Nations, which is
generally customary and thus discoverable by inspection, and the ability to “define” the offenses that
are subject to punishment, which can, it appears, only be done in some bounded way.
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Comment [m2]: Not clear what rule this
references?

government.84 Yet historically, all water rights long predated the creation of the
federal government, so that the common—and correct—conclusion on this matter
has always been that the delineation of the property rights to which the Takings
Clause attaches are determined by state law.85 Where else could they come from,
given the limited powers of the federal government? The question of navigable
easements pertains to all rivers, not just those that lie in two or more states. Yet, as
Gibbons v. Ogden makes painfully clear, from the time of the founding until the early
twentieth century at the earliest, the Commerce Clause did not extend to any
navigation that took place entirely within the confines of a single state.86
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See Barron v. Baltimore, 32 U.S. 243 (1833).
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See, e.g., Cress, 243 U.S. at 319–20 (the same view is taken in connection with the modern
due process cases); see also Bd. of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 564, 577–78 (1972) (“Property interests,
of course, are not created by the Constitution. Rather, they are created and their dimensions are
defined by existing rules or understandings that stem from an independent source such as state law ‐
‐ rules or understandings that secure certain benefits and that support claims of entitlement to those
benefits.”). Roth involved claims of procedural due process for property rights that arose from
contracts with the United States, for which there is no natural law origin, as in the case of water
rights.
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See, e.g., Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. 1, 194‐95 (1824):
Comprehensive as the word "among" is, it may very properly be restricted to that commerce
which concerns more States than one. The phrase is not one which would probably have
been selected to indicate the completely interior traffic of a State, because it is not an apt
phrase for that purpose; and the enumeration of the particular classes of commerce, to
which the power was to be extended, would not have been made, had the intention been to
extend the power to every description. The enumeration presupposes something not
enumerated; and that something, if we regard the language or the subject of the sentence,
must be the exclusively internal commerce of a State.

I quote this passage in full because it has been so twisted in subsequent decisions to make it
appear that the commerce clause covers all productive activities. See, e.g., United States v.
Wrightwood Dairy Co., 315 U.S. 110 (1942) (holding valid an act regulating prices of milk that has
traveled through interstate channels or that affects the marketing of such milk). In it, Gibbons was
redacted to read in a manner at war with its original meaning:
The power of Congress over interstate commerce is plenary and complete in itself, may be
exercised to its utmost extent, and acknowledges no limitations other than are prescribed in
the Constitution. [Gibbons, 22 U.S. at 196] It follows that no form of state activity can
constitutionally thwart the regulatory power granted by the commerce clause to Congress.
Hence the reach of that power extends to those intrastate activities which in a substantial
way interfere with or obstruct the exercise of the granted power.
Wrightwood, 315 U.S. at 119 (italics added).
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Cress and The Limited Servitude At this point, we can address the central
question: to what extent can the federal government alter the distribution of rights
to protect and advance the interests of the public at large? This issue arises with
protection of the uplands, access to the river, and the variety of instream uses
insofar as they relate to the navigation servitude of uncertain scope. The correct
approach to this question was taken in United States v. Cress.87 The two separate
plaintiffs in Cress complained of the destruction by the increase of a variety of
interests: the frequent inundation of fast land next to the river caused the
destruction of a ford over the river, and a mill on the river was rendered inoperable
by increases in the water level.88 In both cases, the government activities took place
on navigable rivers. In one case it was likely, and in the other certain, that the harm
took place on non‐navigable rivers.
The conclusion that these acts were for public use is, in the context of a
navigable river, too obvious to contest. Accordingly, the only issue in the decided
cases deals with the compensation, if any, that should be paid for its action. In line
with decisions like Dumont, the government’s ability to flood uplands was governed
by ordinary eminent domain principles. The flooding for public use could not be
enjoined, but full compensation was owed. To reach that conclusion, Justice Pitney
applied the simple agency test developed above, namely that actions that are
wrongful when done by private parties are compensable when done by the state. At
that point, he examined the scope of the navigation servitude in terms that relied
heavily on the natural law origins of water rights. It is worth quoting the key
passage in full, if only because it has in so many instances been disregarded:
In Kentucky, and in other States that have rejected the common‐law
test of tidal flow and adopted the test of navigability in fact, while

Constitutional law becomes all too easy if “restricts” and “extends” have the same meaning.
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recognizing private ownership of the beds of navigable streams,
numerous cases have arisen where it has been necessary to draw the
line between public and private right in waters alleged to be
navigable; and by an unbroken current of authorities it has become
well established that the test of navigability in fact is to be applied to
the stream in its natural condition, not as artificially raised by dams or
similar structures; that the public right is to be measured by the
capacity of the stream for valuable public use in its natural condition;
that riparian owners have a right to the enjoyment of the natural flow
without burden or hindrance imposed by artificial means, and no
public easement beyond the natural one can arise without grant or
dedication save by condemnation with appropriate compensation for
the private right.89
Thereafter, he describes the relationship of the federal power under the
Commerce Clause: “Congress shall have the power . . . to regulate commerce with
foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian tribes.”90
The States have authority to establish for themselves such rules of
property as they may deem expedient with respect to the streams of
water within their borders both navigable and non‐navigable, and the
ownership of the lands forming their beds and banks subject,
however, in the case of navigable streams, to the paramount authority
of Congress to control the navigation so far as may be necessary for
the regulation of commerce among the States and with foreign
nations the exercise of this authority being subject, in its turn, to the
inhibition of the Fifth Amendment against the taking of private
property for public use without just compensation.91
And further:
89

Id. at 321.
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The authority to make such improvements is only a branch of the power to
regulate interstate and foreign commerce, and, as already stated, this power,
like others, must be exercised, when private property is taken, in
subordination to the Fifth Amendment.92
Justice Pitney counts, in my view, as the most under‐rated justice in Supreme
Court history. His opinion in Cress offers one set of reasons why he deserves a
better fate at the hands of modern historians. Pitney is quite explicit in insisting
that the “natural condition” of waterways set the baseline from which the takings
analysis should proceed. He correctly identifies the relationship between the public
use and just compensation requirements. The riparian interests that are good
against other riparians are also good against the United States. In this regard, there
is little question that the United States can, without compensation, take what steps it
needs to in order to ensure that navigation is not blocked along the original channel
by silting or other human actions, including those by riparians or others lawfully on
the river. It is a closer question, in principle, whether the United States can counter
natural changes in the course or depth of a navigable river. In addition, Pitney says
(but only once) that the interest of the United States in the navigation servitude is
“paramount,” but only in this restrictive sense: it lets the United States expand the
scope of the navigation servitude so long as it pays just compensation when it
exercises the privilege. In this regard, he tracks the applicable law for easements in
land, where it is well established that no private party is allowed to “surcharge” an
easement by making more extensive or intensive use of it than is allowed by the
terms of the original grant, as by using an easement meant to allow the holder of the
dominant interest to enter the land of A to also enter the land of B.93 If the easement
is acquired by prescription, the scope of the original use also determines its proper
limits. Thus, an easement to walk over someone’s land cannot be used to drive
cattle over it. A new and broader easement is required. Private parties thus face an
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Id. at 326.
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Penn Bowling Recreation. Ctr., Inc. v. Hot Shoppes, Inc., 179 F.2d 64, 66 (D.C. 1949). See also
RESTATEMENT OF PROPERTY § 478 & cmt. e (1944).
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injunction if they do not purchase the broader easement. In like fashion, the
government can take that easement, but it must pay for its expansion. Pitney sees
the point and refuses to allow the government to rise up above the natural easement
as determined by sensible private law principles.
In dealing with this particular problem, such a solution is the only way to
avoid the problem of political arbitrage noted above. The political overlay for water
rights is always intense, given the multiple interests in any given body of water. The
want of a just compensation problem thus incentivizes dominant political factions to
seek extensions of the navigation easement through political action, well knowing
that they need not pay for the change or ask the taxpayers to come up with the
needed funds. The only way to control the abuse of government powers is to insist
that all takings for public use require payment of just compensation in the absence
of any common law nuisance. The nuisance issue, of course, always lingers in the
background. In Cress, the issue was not explicitly raised, probably because the
matter had been put to rest in earlier cases, which limited the power of the state to
redefine nuisances at will in ways that negated its duty of compensation. Thus, in
Yates v. Milwaukee, the Court said: "It is a doctrine not to be tolerated in this
country, that a municipal corporation, without any general laws either of the city or
of the State, within which a given structure can be shown to be a nuisance, can, by
its mere declaration that it is one, subject it to removal by any person supposed to
be aggrieved, or even by the city itself.”94
The quotation from Yates arose in the context of efforts by the private
landowner to build a pier that reached the navigable waters of the local river. The
precise decision in the case held that the state could not block that effort by calling
the wharf a nuisance in the absence of a showing of any interference with navigation
along the river. The government here was called out for an overaggressive defense
of its navigation servitude, not for its effort to expand the servitude where it had not
previously run, as in Cress. Given that it is the state that seeks to expand its own
sphere of influence for the navigation servitude, the nuisance issue is dead on
94
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arrival, which is why it never surfaced in Cress. Instead, everything turns on the
compensation question, and its relationship to the various types of interest that the
government’s construction project hurt. With any damages to the fast lands by the
river, the compensation issue is easy because of the per se rule in private law that
protects these upland interests from any action by any user of the river. The
government is bound by that rule. The situation for damage in the river proper,
including the loss of power of the mill, creates more difficult issues because the
correlative nature of all private rights and duties means that the private parties
must show actual damages and the unreasonableness of the government action to
prevail. That inquiry could, in some cases, give rise to delicate questions of fact,
which could turn on the natural scope of the navigation easement before making
that judgment. But in Cress, the artificial expansion was in and of itself enough to
show that result.

At that point, the takings finding followed. The navigation

easement is one of a group of correlative interests in waters. It cannot by this logic
become the dominant one.
Scranton and the Paramount Navigation Servitude Cress represents virtually
the only twentieth century Supreme Court case that gets the correct sequence from
top to bottom. In all other situations, it is said that the navigation easement of the
United States is paramount over all interests in the river. The delicate balance is
thus put to one side. The cases that take this position are legion. In Scranton v.
Wheeler,95 the question was whether the government owed compensation when its
canal construction project cut off the access of a private riparian to a navigable river.
The first Justice John Marshall Harlan rejected the claim by reading the term
“paramount” to cover not only the public use issue, but also the just compensation
question. “All the cases concur in holding that the power of Congress to regulate
commerce, and therefore navigation, is paramount, and is unrestricted except by the
limitations upon its authority by the Constitution.”96 He went on, stating: “It was not
intended, by that provision in the Constitution, that the paramount authority of
95
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Congress to improve the navigation of the public waters of the United States should
be crippled by compelling the Government to make compensation for an injury to a
riparian owner's right of access to navigability that might incidentally result from an
improvement ordered by Congress.”97
This passage is wholly erroneous in its two key assertions, relating first to
the nature of the navigation easement and second to the role of the commerce
power. Harlan’s reading of “paramount” is utterly inconsistent with the usual
understanding of water rights as mixed and correlative. An instructive parallel to
this claim for the paramount easement is Blackstone’s overwrought (and widely
criticized) definition of the ownership of real property as “[t]hat sole and despotic
dominion which one man claims and exercises over the external things of the world,
in total exclusion of the right of any other individual in the universe.”98

Yet

ironically, Blackstone is closer to the truth because exclusive rights are the initial
starting point for delineating property rights in land, while correlative rights and
duties are surely the best way to think about this subject for water. This imperial
definition of “paramount” is surely inferior to Pitney’s more measured use of the
term in Cress.
Nor does Harlan offer any compelling reason for this extravagant argument.
His use of the word “crippled” makes it appear as though the riparian could block
the project, when all that can be done is to demand compensation for the property
loss. That requirement does not “cripple” the land acquisition of the government,
but instead puts an accurate price on the social costs of its adventures. The same
conclusion applies here. Nor are matters made better by the use of the weasel word
“incidental,” which makes it appear as though only intentional takings done solely to
hurt the private property owner are caught by the Takings Clause. But that term is
neither here nor there. The government full‐well knows that most dams will back
up water, and if it does not, its own ignorance is hardly an excuse to allow it to keep
the benefit for the public at large by inflicting harm on some of its members. The
97
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private law governing the rights of riparians among themselves in no way turns on
the mental state of the party blocking water from a downstream riparian who dams
it up to the detriment of an upstream riparian. A strict liability norm takes hold that
is equally useful in this context.
Harlan’s second error is to read the Commerce Clause as though it were on
steroids. In particular, his entire argument rests on a deep confusion between federal
sovereign power on the one hand and the federal ownership of specific assets on the other.
In the initial Supreme Court foray into the scope of the Commerce Clause, Chief Justice
Marshall, in Gibbons,99 opined correctly and at great length that the commerce power
of the United States covered navigation, including navigation that extended into the
interior of the state.100 That power surely gives the federal government the power
to regulate existing sources of navigation and to expand or enlarge them. But there
is no reason to convert this into over‐arching property rights that ignore other
elements of the Constitution.
The Willow River Synthesis

The same confusion manifested itself in the

important case of the United States v. ChandlerDunbar Water Power Co.101 (where
Justice Pitney was oddly silent), which split the difference by allowing recovery for
any flooding of uplands, but denied the compensation for the loss of power of its
mills attendant to the expansion of the river in question. The most notable decision
in the sequence, however, is that of Justice Robert Jackson in United States v. Willow
River Power Co.,102 where the question was whether the actions of the government
that raised the water level of a navigable river created a compensable loss to the
owner of a power plant on a non‐navigable river whose power was diminished
when the height of the non‐navigable St. Croix River was raised. On its facts, the
case is indistinguishable from Cress, which exhibited the same interaction between
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navigable and non‐navigable rivers. The cases, however, were duly “distinguished,”
leaving Cress, as it were, dead in the water, which is its current status in the law.103
Key to that argument was the asserted dominance of the navigation servitude.
Using the natural law baseline makes this an easy case, which is why the surge for
positivism dominated the Jackson opinion: “the claimant in this case cannot stand in
the Cress shoes unless it can establish the same right to have the navigable St. Croix
flow tail waters away at natural levels that Cress had to have the non‐navigable
stream run off his tail waters at natural levels.”104 The agency theory of government
rights is then brushed aside on the ground that the correlative duties between
riparians of equal stature before the law do not bind the government with its
superior rights:
Rights, property or otherwise, which are absolute against all the
world are certainly rare, and water rights are not among them.
Whatever rights may be as between equals such as riparian owners,
they are not the measure of riparian rights on a navigable stream
relative to the function of the Government in improving navigation.
Where these interests conflict they are not to be reconciled as
between equals, but the private interest must give way to a superior
right, or perhaps it would be more accurate to say that as against the
Government such private interest is not a right at all.105
There is a delicious irony in a decision that deprecates the recognition of
“absolute” rights while promoting the navigation servitude to that end. But the
rejection of one position, without argument, requires the creation of an alternative.

See, e.g., United States v. Grand River Dam Auth., 363 U.S. 229 (1960); United States v. 531.13
Acres of Land, 366 F.2d 915, 922 (4th Cir. 1966). These cases relied on Willow River for a broad
construction of the navigation easement that allowed the federal government to trump all state
interests in power sources and other uses of nonnavigable rivers.
103
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Rather than face this question head on, Jackson offers a variety of functionalist
considerations, by insisting:
[N]ot all economic interests are "property rights"; only those
economic advantages are "rights" which have the law back of them,
and only when they are so recognized may courts compel others to
forbear from interfering with them or to compensate for their
invasion. The law long has recognized that the right of ownership in
land may carry with it a legal right to enjoy some benefits from
adjacent waters. But that a closed catalogue of abstract and absolute
"property rights" in water hovers over a given piece of shore land,
good against all the world, is not in this day a permissible assumption.
We cannot start the process of decision by calling such a claim as we
have here a "property right"; whether it is a property right is really
the question to be answered. Such economic uses are rights only when
they are legally protected interests. Whether they are such interests
may depend on the claimant's rights in the land to which he claims the
water rights to be appurtenant or incidental; on the navigable or non‐
navigable nature of the waters from which he advantages; on the
substance of the enjoyment thereof for which he claims legal
protection; on the legal relations of the adversary claimed to be under
a duty to observe or compensate his interests; and on whether the
conflict is with another private riparian interest or with a public
interest in navigation. The claimant's assertion that its interest in a
power head amounts to a "property right" is made under
circumstances not present in any case before considered by this
Court.106
Jackson’s passage is a fog of words that explains the challenge to be faced
without answering it—nor does it address any of the functional explanations for the
stabilization of property rights that the natural law system so powerfully and freely
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supplies. It is one thing to say that property rights exist only when the law is behind
them, which is true enough. It is, however, critical to explain why the law should not
be in back of the plaintiff in this case. Jackson treats the situation as though it is one
of damnum absque iniuria, which, literally translated from the Latin, refers to harm
without legal injury. The modern, and equally unilluminating, term is “pecuniary
externality,” which refers to those losses from the change in prices and quantities in
the operation of the competitive economy. But these losses do not arise because
people prefer to patronize power that is now derived from cheaper sources. It
comes from wiping out the mill by actions that would not be tolerated under the
standard of reasonableness developed in Dumont. The effort to demote them thus
anticipates the same misguided move in Penn Central, when Justice Brennan relies
explicitly on the muddled argument in Willow River to equate the loss of a property
interest to a competitive loss. Brennan thus points to
the decisions in which this Court has dismissed ’taking‘ challenges on
the

ground

that,

while

the

challenged

government

action

caused economic harm, it did not interfere with interests that were
sufficiently bound up with the reasonable expectations of the claimant
to constitute ’property‘ for Fifth Amendment purposes. See, e. g.,
Willow River (interest in high‐water level of river for runoff for
tailwaters to maintain power head is not property); ChandlerDunbar
(no property interest can exist in navigable waters).107
That error follows hard on the heels of his original mistake in belittling the
possibility of articulating any clear rules, by necessarily saying that
everything depends on “ad hoc” inquiries that balance various,108 which of
course denatures the internal structure of any system of property rights.
Willow River thus marks the decline of the modern theory of property rights
in comparison with the earlier authorities like Yates and Cress who followed the
natural law principles even if they were not always clear as to why they had such
107
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explanatory power. I have for many years insisted that the strength of natural law
lies in its utilitarian foundations.109
Avulsion and Stop The Beach Renourishment For most standard waterways,
the takings law developed in the sequence of cases from Scranton through Willow
River has set the path for further developments. The most novel development in
this area comes with the question of how to apply takings principles to government
actions that take place in the shifting Florida waters.

In Stop the Beach

Renourishment, the state of Florida introduced a strong anti‐erosion program that
was designed to stabilize the condition on lakefront properties. The key to this
situation was a decision to build walls and other supports that would prevent the
erosion of the beach. The statutory scheme fixed a new boundary line between the
public and the private lands at the place where this erosion line was settled. That
line replaced the usual mean high water mark line that could vary widely with
circumstances. It was clear that this system could, with the expansion of the littoral
lands, demote the original littoral owner by allowing the government to claim title
to the new lands that emerged from the water.
In light of what was said here, that interposition constitutes a rejiggering of
the fundamental private relationships, counting as a taking of the property for
which compensation is owed. It is easy to see the strength of the state’s claim in this
situation, for why would it invest its resources in beach renourishment at public
expense if all the benefit inured to the private landowners? I believe, however, that
this objection can be met within the framework of the traditional eminent domain
law once the full arrangement is examined.110 The key point in favor of the current
arrangement is that all the benefits of the renourishment did not fall to the state. As
the statutory scheme was constructed, the landowners received not only
stabilization of the water line, but also had their access and view rights explicitly
preserved. This troika of rights is surely impressive, and may well have left the
109
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landowners better off with the new scheme than they were before, at which point
no cash compensation is appropriate. The record on this point was, however, not
developed, so that one possibility was to remand the case for a determination of
relative values, with the understanding that the most the state would owe would be
the net diminution in value, once all pluses and minuses were taken into account.
The sensible framework gives, I believe, protection to the state interest. But
the entire line of argument was lost on Justice Scalia. Far from concentrating upon
the details of the particular scheme, but instead relied on the view that the private
law in this area did not establish any “background expectations.”111 Relying on his
earlier decision in Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council,112 he concluded that “a
regulation that deprives a property owner of all economically beneficial use of his
property is not a taking if the restriction ‘inhere[s] in the title itself, in the
restrictions that background principles of the State's law of property and nuisance
already place upon land ownership.’”113 His application of this test was quite
useless, for he relied on Martin v. Busch114 to support the proposition that no such
expectation had been formed. That was odd because the distinctive feature of the
Florida statute was that it preserved both the former littoral owner’s right of access
to the beach and his right of view over it as part of the grand settlement. The
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Stop the Beach Renourishment, Inc. v. Fla. Dep’t of Envtl. Prot., 130 S. Ct. 2592 (2010).
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505 U.S. 1003, 1029 (1992).

Stop the Beach, 130 S. Ct. at 2609. The great weakness of this approach is two‐fold. First, it
implies that there are two regimes for takings, one that deals with total wipeouts (i.e., loss of all
economically beneficial uses) and one that does not. The second is that it never breaks out the
explicit police power issues that surround the law of nuisance. Interestingly enough, Justice Pitney
never made that mistake in Cress. There he noted first that permanent flooding of land created a
compensable taking whether or not the government formally took title to the property. See Pumpelly
v. Green Bay Co., 80 U.S. 166 (1872). Cress did not involve permanent flooding.
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It is true that in the Pumpelly Case there was an almost complete destruction . . . of the value
of the lands, while in the present case the value is impaired to the extent of only one‐half. But
it is the character of the invasion, not the amount of damage resulting from it, so long as the
damage is substantial, that determines the question whether it is a taking.
Cress, 243 U.S. at 328.
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112 So. 274 (Fla. 1927).
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correct approach, therefore, was to raise a factual issue on which the government
could well prevail, namely whether the stabilization of the shoreline (which
prevented retreat or “reliction,” which would result in the loss of ownership rights),
coupled with the easements of access and view made the parcel worth more than it
did before.
It is, moreover, instructive why he went so far astray. In dealing with the
Florida law, he cited several early treatises that dealt with the subject for the rules
that had developed.115 Yet at no point did he pay any attention to the natural law
framework that dominated their discussions.116 It was that utter lack of mooring in
the traditional literature that led Scalia to adopt a framework that is devoid of
insight, when he should have followed the analysis in Cress. Once again, the utter
separation of the public and private law, coupled with the total disregard of the
natural law tradition, led the Supreme Court astray.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was to trace two sets of interconnections that are of vital
concern in understanding the law and economics of natural resources. The first task
is to figure out, within the context of private law, the overlap and differences
between the rules that govern land and those that govern water. It should not be
supposed that there is no connection between them because the natural law
tradition in which these relationships are all involved featured two considerations.
First, the acquisition of private rights was done through a decentralized customary
system that did not depend for its inception on the use of public power The first
possession rule was operative in both contexts, albeit it in very different ways. With
land, the dominant trope was always that of exclusive rights to possession, use, and

HENRY PHILIP FARNHAM, 1 LAW OF WATERS AND WATER RIGHTS 278–80 (1904); JOHN LEWIS, A
TREATISE ON THE LAW OF EMINENT DOMAIN § 100 (3d ed. 1909); F. MALONEY, S. PLAGER, & F. BALDWIN,
WATER LAW AND ADMINISTRATION: THE FLORIDA EXPERIENCE 385–86 (1968), cited with approval in Stop
the Beach, 130 Sup. Ct. at 2598.
115
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See, e.g., FARNHAM, supra note 98, at 280.
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disposition—not as the ultimate assignment of rights, but as the best first
approximation to preface a more comprehensive solution. With water, the notion of
riparianism denoted a class of individuals who had complex rights among
themselves, much as joint tenants or tenants‐in‐common for land, but who, as a
group, did have a set of exclusive rights (for consumptive uses) that they did not
have to share with the rest of the world. Starting from these simple components, a
larger system of property rights could develop in both areas that are in some rough
sense efficient.
A successful public law—one that can distinguish between takings and
legitimate regulations requiring no compensation—is only possible in a legal
environment that builds off these private relationships. The distinctive power of the
government is not to redefine the common law of nuisance in ways that work to its
short‐term advantage. It is to initiate changes without consent for public uses so
long as it pays the appropriate compensation. In dealing with this question, the
property rules in government cases track those developed in private law contexts.
With real estate, this means that fractional interests must receive as much
protection as the larger fee interest of which they are a part. With water, it means
the exact opposite, such that the government’s effort to expand its navigation
servitude has to respect (or pay compensation for) the many correlative interests in
water.
The course of takings law in the United States has not followed that path.
Instead, with both sets of resources, the traditional conceptions of property rights
developed in private law contexts are either belittled or ignored. In its place has
opened a vast public space for political intrigue, which often leads to political
conflict and wasteful allocation systems that a more definite and coherent approach
to property rights would avoid. Time after time, the new learning is said to reflect
an intellectual sophistication that the intuitive natural lawyers were said to ignore.
And time after time, the modernists are wrong, precisely because they have lost all
sight of the key fundamentals.
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Comment [m3]: Clarify what “these” refers to?

